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Preface
Media plurality is once again under the policy spotlight, prompted by recent 
revelations about press behaviour and concerns arising from the proposed 
(and then dropped) acquisition of BSkyB by News Corporation. The Leveson 
Inquiry^ has been fasked wifh making specific recommendations in relafion fo 
pluralify and media ownership regulation. In parallel, Ofcom, fhe media 
regulafor, has recenfly published ifs reporf on measuring pluralify. In 
particular, in ifs discussion of online, Ofcom nofes fhe pofenfial for new 
gafekeepers fo emerge which could have implications for pluralify.^

This reporf, supporfed by fhe Joseph Rownfree Reform Trusf, is 
infended as an inpuf fo fhese ongoing deliberations, and in particular 
examines fhe role of powerful new digifal infermediaries such as search 
engines, social nefworks, and app sfores. They play a key role in enabling 
users fo access an increasing range of news sources in fhe online world, buf 
fhey may fhemselves, fhrough fheir confrol of pafhways fo confenf and 
paymenf mechanisms, become as signiticanf a fhreaf fo pluralify in fufure as 
old-world media mergers appear fo us today. This reporf examines fhe nafure 
and scope of fheir activities and fheir implications for pluralify -  bofh good 
and bad -  in a fasf-changing digifal world.

If is based on research carried ouf in April, May, and June of 2012, 
including a review of existing liferafure, submissions fo fhe Ofcom 
consulfafion, and evidence presenfed fo fhe Leveson Inquiry. If also draws on 
new consumer research info patterns of news consumption carried ouf for fhe 
Reuters Insfifufe for fhe Sfudy of Journalism (RISJ).̂  To provide general 
background fo fhe work, fhe aufhor held informal discussions wifh a number 
of pracfifioners from news organisations and digifal infermediaries in fhe UK. 
They all spoke in a personal capacify and are nof direcfly quofed in fhis 
reporf. A small experf reference group provided commenfs and guidance.

Thanks are due fo all who cooperated in fhe interview programme, and 
fo fhe reference group who reviewed an early draff: Mandy Cormack, Ian 
Hargreaves, Nic Newman, Roberf Picard, Sfewarf Purvis, and Tim Sufer. 
Thanks are due also fo Aileen Dennis of Communicafions Chambers, who 
helped wifh dafa analysis and charfs. The final reporf is, of course, fhe 
responsibilify of fhe aufhor alone.

' The Leveson Inquiry was asked, among other things, 'To make recommendations . . . for a 
new more effective policy and regulatory regime which supports the integrity and freedom of 
the press, the plurality of fhe media, and its independence . .
 ̂Ofcom, Measuring Media Plurality (2012).
 ̂Nic Newman (ed.), Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2012 (RISJ, 2012), a survey of over 

2,000 online users.
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Executive Summary
Context
News media have a significant role to play in supporting the effective 
functioning of a democratic society. There is a clear and widely accepted 
public interest in ensuring that measures are taken, where needed, to secure 
at least two key goals: first, that all citizens can access a range and diversity of 
high-quality news, opinion, and analysis from different sources, and second, 
that no single media owner can exercise undue power and influence over the 
political agenda.

What these measures should be is a topic of gathering significance, not 
just in the UK but the rest of the EU. Here we have relied on a 'public-interest 
test' which can be applied in the event of certain media mergers, plus a ban 
on large newspaper groups owning a significant proportion of the main 
commercial broadcaster, Channel 3. Elsewhere, caps on market share and 
media ownership are sometimes used, alongside public funding to fill any 
gaps in market provision (especially in broadcasting).

But there are threats to commercial news provision, and plurality rules 
face stresses and strains. Caps on media ownership are very blunt tools when 
faced with the twin challenge of convergence and the increasingly uncertain 
long-term viability of the news sector as a whole. Public funding is under 
scrutiny and for some carries the risk of too much compliance or self
censorship. Even a media market as big as the UK's may not in future be able 
to support the range of competing local and national news brands that have 
been available to date.

Some hope that digital media will help to address this plurality gap. It 
has the potential to transform our consumption of news, and the way in 
which we engage in the democratic debate. It can help users find many more 
sources of news than ever before. Over time it may support new business 
models for high-quality news. But there are risks, too. New and powerful 
digital intermediaries, such as Apple, Google, Amazon, and Eacebook. are 
emerging. They can play a hugely positive role in facilitating wide and open 
access to news content. But the decisions they take could equally constrain or 
control access to news and affect the viability of third-party news providers. 
The scale and scope of their activities could have wider consequences for 
society as a whole.

This report focuses on those digital intermediaries, examines their 
activities and their implications for plurality -  now and in future -  and 
assesses options for addressing any concerns through changes to the existing 
plurality framework.
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Digital intermediaries
Digital intermediaries can be classified into four broad groups: news 
aggregators like Yahoo, search engines like Google, social media like 
Facebook, and digifal stores/devices like Apple.'  ̂They all bring news confenf 
from fhird-parfy providers fo consumers, using a variefy of digifal soffware, 
channels, and devices. They are increasingly imporfanf providers of access fo 
news. According fo fhe recenf Reuters Institute Digital News Report, 30% of 
online news users use search engines as one of fhe main ways fhey access 
news, 22% use news aggregators, and 20% use social media.^

The firsf group -  news aggregafors -  are close fo esfablished news 
media in fhe way fhaf fhey operafe, providing carefully curafed packages of 
news confenf for fheir users, and sometimes originating new confenf 
fhemselves. They should be freafed in fhe same way as esfablished news 
media when considering pluralify, ownership, and press regulation.

The ofher intermediaries -  search, social, and apps -  are rafher 
difterenf, being neifher neufral 'pipes' nor full media companies. One way of 
fhinking abouf fhese enterprises is as gafekeepers, confrolling information 
flows, selecting, sorting, and fhen disfribufing information. In doing so, fhey 
have a potentially profound impacf on how we fake parf in and fhink about 
our democratic society and culture. Their activities could have a bearing on 
plurality of news in four broad areas:

• their control of what might be thought of as distribution bottlenecks 
through which users access news;

• the editorial-like judgements they make about the news content they 
link to or carry;

• their role in shaping future economic models for news provision;
• their inclination and ability to influence the political agenda.

Together, these could have an important impact on the range and diversity of 
news readily available to users in the UK -  that is, on news plurality.

Regarding distribution bottlenecks, it would be hard to argue that any of 
these intermediaries is as yet an 'essential' channel for news: news providers 
have other routes to market, and news consumers can find news on many 
different platforms. Nevertheless, as the importance to news of digital media 
grows -  especially for some key demographic groups -  their role will 
collectively become more critical. Decisions taken by these privately owned 
players could impact significantly on the public-interest goal of securing 
universal access to high-quality news.

Regarding editorial-like judgements, most digital intermediaries do not 
currently originate news or make the sorts of editorial decisions that are the 
everyday currency of mainstream news providers. But their judgements and 
policies do affect the nature and range of news content that we have access to. 
To varying degrees, they sort and select content to provide news which is of 
'relevance' to their customers, and decide which sources of news to feature 
prominently. Whether intentionally or not this can have an impact (positive or 
negative) on the range and diversity of news available to their users. They 
also take decisions about the nature of content they are prepared to link to or

* Many of these intermediaries operate in more than one of these fields, increasing their 
potential influence.
® Newman (ed.), Reuters Institute Digital News Report.
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carry. Such decisions, as they affect privacy, fairness, and ofher confenf 
sfandards, are a maffer of public inferesf.

Regarding/wfure econom ic m odels for news, digifal infermediaries have 
so far had a mixed impacf. They have helped news suppliers fo find new 
markefs, cusfomers and revenue sources, buf af fhe same time fhey have 
confribufed fo fhe disrupfive effecf of fhe infernef on advertising markefs and 
enabled disaggregation of news confenf, hence making if harder for news 
suppliers fo make money. The fufure of commercial news provision will 
depend on news providers, wifh fhe cooperafion of digifal infermediaries, 
finding compelling and viable new propositions, such as apps for 
smarfphones and fablefs.

Regarding politica l in flu en ce , if is clear fhaf very large global companies 
like Google and Apple will increasingly expecf fo have a seaf af fhe fable 
when governmenfs and regulafors are considering actions which mighf affecf 
fheir business inferesfs. If is less clear (yef) whefher any of fhese organisafions 
has fhe inclination or means fo gef more involved in shaping fhe wider 
polifical agenda -  in fhe manner of newspaper propriefors of old. Should fhey 
in fufure decide fo acquire confenf companies or fo invesf in news media in 
fheir own righf, fhis would give fhem more leverage in any such lobbying 
acfivify, and would be a pluralify concern.

A relafed concern fo emerge during research for fhis reporf is 
connecfed wifh fhe increasingly imporfanf and pervasive role which -  af leasf 
some -  digifal infermediaries play in fhe everyday lives of fheir individual 
users. This fouches on, for example, issues of privacy, identify, social 
relationships, nofions of accepfable behaviour, shared culfure, and values. 
While nof sfricfly relevanf fo fhis discussion of new s pluralify, and hence nof 
covered in defail in fhis reporf, fhese wider concerns add fo fhe case for 
including fhese enferprises in any overall discussion of pluralify in ifs broader
sense.

Across all fhese areas, a common concern is how fo ensure fhaf 
infermediaries face appropriafe levels of accounfabilify fo fhe UK public and 
parliamenf for fheir actions -  actions which can have a profound impacf on all 
our lives. They are large global players, and undersfandably approach fheir 
businesses from an infernafional perspecfive. Some mainfain only a nominal 
corporafe presence in fhe UK. If will be an imporfanf challenge for policy
makers and ofhers fo find ways of ensuring fhaf fhese infermediaries 
undersfand and fully engage wifh fhe UK's own particular public inferesf and 
citizenship concerns in fhe area of news pluralify and beyond.

Policy and regulatory implications
A  new framework for news pluralify will need fo lasf for af leasf fhe nexf 
decade. If musf fherefore reflecf and respond fo fhese four concerns. Policy
makers and regulafors musf pursue a balanced approach, faking care nof fo 
chill innovation or penalise success while acting where justified fo address 
evidenf pluralify concerns. A range of fools will need fo be considered. 
Competition law should be fhe sfarfing poinf, especially where concerns arise 
abouf fhe pofenfial dominance of infermediaries and fheir abilify fo disforf 
compefifion. A compefifive markef oufcome may sfill leave pluralify 
shorffalls, however. If does nof guaranfee eifher fhe range and diversify of 
news prized by mosf democratic societies, or fhe principle of universal access 
fo such news across differenf nefworks and plafforms. Additional measures 
may fherefore be needed.
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This suggests a four-tiered approach:

• Securing effective competition: active use of existing competition rules 
fo ensure fhaf news consumers and suppliers are profecfed from any 
anfi-compefifive behaviour.

• A new pluralify dialogue, involving governmenf, infermediaries and 
ofher relevanf parties, fo ensure fhaf infermediaries undersfand and are 
fully engaged wifh UK citizenship priorities, and are properly 
accounfable fo fhe public.

• Incorporation of digifal infermediaries wifhin fhe new pluralify review 
framework proposed recenfly by Ofcom.

• Consideration of remedies or backstop regulatory approaches, 
particularly in fhe area of access, fhaf mighf be called on should 
infermediaries over time prove fo be a fhreaf fo pluralify.

Sec u r e  effectiv e  c o m p e t it io n  News suppliers now have fo deal wifh 
powerful digifal infermediaries fo disfribufe fheir confenf fo users. The 
commercial terms on which fhey can do fhis will have a big impacf on fhe 
fufure viabilify of high-qualify news. These are in fhe firsf insfance business 
negotiations, buf could also have implications for longer term pluralify if 
powerful infermediaries use fheir markef power fo resfricf or disforf 
competition.

Using exisfing compefifion powers fo secure effective competition in 
relevanf markefs should fherefore be a key priorify. These are complex and 
fasf-moving markefs, however, and compefifion processes can sometimes be 
lengfhy. If will be imporfanf fherefore fo seek ways of ensuring fhaf fhe 
relevanf aufhorifies have a good and up-fo-dafe undersfanding of fhese 
markefs, and fhaf developmenfs are kepf under review fo ensure quick and 
eftecfive action in fhe evenf of any emerging concerns. Regular moniforing of 
markef developmenfs by a designated aufhorify -  perhaps fhe 
communications regulator -  could be parf of fhis process.

A PLURALITY DIALOGUE There is an opporfunify here, building on fhe 
initiatives some infermediaries have already faken, fo engage fhem fully in 
fhe pluralify debate and fo ensure fhaf fheir actions and policies are properly 
informed by fhe UK public inferesf. Three main issues could be on fhe 
agenda:

• how infermediaries will help secure universal access fo a diversify of 
news;

• how infermediaries will ensure fhaf fhe news confenf fhey provide 
access fo meefs UK public expecfafions in areas such as accuracy, 
privacy, fairness, and compliance wifh UK laws (fhis could cover, for 
example, notification and fake-down policies and any pre-approval 
processes);

• how infermediaries will ensure fhaf any decisions fhey fake in fhese 
areas are properly accounfable fo fhe UK public.

The overarching principles should be open access, consistency wifh UK public 
expecfafions, fransparency of policies, and clear accounfabilify for any 
decisions faken.

Infermediaries should be encouraged, as many do already, fo publish 
fhe criteria used in making access decisions, including access fo news. Search
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companies, for example, would be encouraged to publish in a clear and 
simple format the principles they use in designing search algorithms.'’ Digital 
stores would likewise be asked to publish details of their approval processes 
and how they decide to give prominence to certain apps.

In parallel, they should be encouraged to participate in sector-wide 
initiatives to help devise a transparent, coherent, and widely understood 
approach to content regulation as it applies to their unique roles, including 
news. This does not mean that intermediaries would be forced to take 
responsibility for all the content they provide access to, but that appropriate 
guidelines, codes, and processes would be put in place for the types of 
editorial decision they do take -  whether in response to complaints about 
illegal content, or in applying any wider standards.

In both cases, digital intermediaries should be encouraged to build on 
their current processes to put in place procedures for responding effectively to 
complaints and ensuring appropriate action is taken in the event of any 
breach of published criteria or codes. Such processes could include a clear 
route for content suppliers or users if they wish to complain about any 
significant and unexplained changes in search rankings or other forms of 
prominence, and any decisions to block access to content.

While much of this can be left to intermediaries themselves, experience 
of media self-regulation elsewhere suggests that there are advantages in 
having some form of statutory underpinning, to secure public trust and clear 
and independent accountability. There may therefore be a role for an 
independent body, such as Ofcom, to establish the basic principles and 
ground rules, to keep processes under review, and to take action in the event 
that they prove unsatisfactory.

For UK policy-makers, a dialogue of this sort will help avoid the need 
for potentially intrusive regulation. For intermediaries it would help sustain 
public confidence in their activities, and, perhaps, help them develop models 
of good behaviour which could be adopted elsewhere. Digital intermediaries 
could also be challenged by government to voluntarily play a more proactive 
role in securing future news plurality. For example, they could be asked to 
help create a 'breathing space' for news providers to develop compelling new 
products by looking again at all aspects of their relationships with news 
providers, especially access to customer data.

P l u r a lity  f r a m e w o r k  Alongside this, digital intermediaries should be 
incorporated in the new plurality framework proposed by Ofcom. They 
should be included in any future review of plurality, whether carried out 
periodically or triggered by a market event. In a plurality review, Ofcom 
could, for example, examine:

• the positive effects associated with digital intermediaries -  improved 
access to a wider variety of news, multi-sourcing, etc.;

• the potential risks to diversity, including the observed availability of 
news via different platforms, the ways in which search, social media, 
and app stores are selecting and sorting news, and the impact of any 
'filter bubble' effect.

This would need to be designed to avoid revealing information which is commercially 
valuable, and which might enable news providers to 'game' the system to maximise traffic. 
For an example of Google's currenf guidance here, see: 
www.google.com/compefifion/howgooglesearch works.
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In carrying out its assessment Ofcom could, for example, examine indicators 
of consumpfion and impacf, such as fhe share of news consumed via 
infermediaries collecfively and via any single infermediary, levels of user 
satisfaction and frusf associafed wifh infermediaries, and fhe exfenf fo which 
infermediaries enable easy access fo sources of imparfial news and ofher news 
deemed fo be of public inferesf.

The conclusions of such reviews would indicafe whefher any measures 
needed fo be infroduced fo help secure desired pluralify oufcomes. The 
legislative framework would need fo be adjusfed fo enable such action fo be 
faken -  eifher direcfly by Ofcom (as wifh existing felecommunicafions 
regulafory powers) or perhaps via referral fo fhe compefifion aufhorifies.
Such acfion would need fo include pluralify concerns arising from organic 
growfh or change in fhe markef, nof jusf mergers or acquisifions. 
Consideration would need fo be given fo whefher regulation was besf 
formulafed af a UK or EU level -  given fhe cross-border nafure of many 
infermediaries, fhe laffer mighf be more appropriafe.

R e g u l a t io n  Ofcom in ifs recenf review of pluralify measuremenf has 
concluded fhaf brighf-line ownership caps would nof be effective in securing 
pluralify of news media. This is even clearer in fhe case of digifal 
infermediaries, whose value fo users offen comes from scale or nefwork 
benetifs. Neverfheless, if pluralify concerns are identified, Ofcom would need 
fo consider fhe available remedies or actions if could fake. The focus should 
be on ensuring fransparenf and open access fo news. Approaches mighf 
include:

• A requiremenf fhaf digifal infermediaries should guaranfee fhaf no 
news confenf or supplier will be blocked or refused access, unless for 
legal or ofher good reason, such reason fo be explained wifh reference 
fo publicly available criferia.

• A requiremenf fhaf digifal infermediaries should carry or link fo in a 
prominenf position a range of news confenf deemed fo be in fhe public 
inferesf (for example, a search engine could be asked fo lisf af leasf x 
differenf news sources on fhe firsf page of a search, app sfores could be 
asked fo provide appropriafe prominence fo public-inferesf news over 
a period of time).

• Esfablish an independenf review body which could audif access 
practices and fake complainfs.

Such sfeps could be faken affer Ofcom has carried ouf a pluralify review and 
found fhaf fhere are significanf concerns, and has also demonsfrafed fhaf 
regulation will nof impose any nef cosfs.

A risk of relying on periodic pluralify reviews and specific remedies, 
however, is fhaf fhere is a time delay befween reviews and acfion, during 
which pluralify could be significanfly affecfed. An alfernafive approach, 
fherefore, would be fo consider some form of backsfop regulation, eifher fo 
secure fair and open access and / or fo address media ownership concerns.

A precedenf for access regu la tion  exisfs in fhe exisfing application of 
'musf carry' and 'appropriafe prominence' rules fo broadcasf confenf on 
digifal fransmission nefworks and elecfronic programme guides. These mighf 
be adapfed fo apply fo some or all digifal infermediaries, alfhough designing 
appropriafe rules will nof be sfraighfforward.

Given fhe problems associafed wifh ownership caps even in fhe 
esfablished media, if is unlikely fo be appropriafe fo consider fixed limifs on

10
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ownership and control for intermediaries. However, cross-m edia o w nersh ip  
could be an exception to this general rule. As suggested earlier, if large digital 
intermediaries decided to move extensively into content production in their 
own right -  perhaps through acquisition -  then their ability to exercise 
political leverage might be enhanced. Consideration could be given, therefore, 
to formulating specific cross-media ownership constraints, which would seek 
to enshrine the principle that any company with a large market share (level to 
be determined) in 'mediating' activities should not also be a major player in 
content creation. The potential risk associated with any cross-media merger 
would, of course, need to be weighed against the opportunity that might be 
created to secure increased investment in high-quality content.

Concluding observations
There is no doubt that some of the digital intermediaries examined in this 
report are large and powerful organisations, with the ability, whether 
intentionally or not, to influence both our everyday lives and more 
specifically the range and diversity of news content to which we have access. 
They may pose challenges for future plurality regulation, not all of which can 
easily be addressed. It would be wrong to assume that extensive regulation is 
feasible or justified, although sensible measures could be introduced now to 
address some of the concerns identified above. At the same time, Ofcom will 
need to monitor over time the behaviour of intermediaries both as editorial 
bodies and as potential access bottlenecks -  if they take on more of the 
characteristics of either, then their impact on plurality may call for further 
action.

Above all, it will be important to engage seriously with digital 
intermediaries on all these issues. They can play a big part in helping secure a 
greater degree of plurality in future at a time when established structural 
solutions seem less and less likely to work. They can be challenged to show a 
willingness to behave responsibly in the public interest -  and perhaps set an 
example to the rest of the news media in doing so.

The rest of this report
The report is structured as follows:

• Chapter 1 sets the context with a brief look at plurality policy and the 
challenges faced by exiting rules.

• Chapter 2 examines the effects of the 'digital transformation' on supply 
and consumption of news, and describes how the new digital 
intermediaries are developing an increasingly important role.

• Chapter 3 looks in detail at how digital intermediaries operate, and 
assesses their impact on news plurality, both now and in future, under 
four main headings: editorial judgement, access control, news 
economics, and political influence.

Chapter 4 concludes by setting out implications for policy and regulation.

11
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1 News Plurality: Challenges and Opportunities
1.1. The Importance of Plurality
Media in general play a vital role in shaping our culture, values, and society. 
For that reason, the ownership, governance, and regulation of media 
enterprises have always been seen to be of particular imporfance bofh af 
home in fhe UK and around fhe world. Whereas competition rules are 
generally believed fo be sufticienf fo profecf consumers in mosf ofher markefs, 
media markefs are widely felf fo require additional measures fo safeguard fhe 
public inferesf.

While fhere is a good case for fhinking abouf media pluralify from a 
wide culfural perspecfive (films, TV, publishing, and fhe arfs all have an 
impacf on shaping our culfure and values), news media in particular have a 
significanf parf fo play in supporfing fhe effective funcfioning of a democrafic 
sociefy, by ensuring wide and free disseminafion of a diverse range of 
informafion, opinions, and argumenfs. High-qualify news helps us find ouf 
whaf is going on in fhe world and enables us fo debafe key issues of fhe day. 
Effective journalism can also play an imporfanf role campaigning, 
inferrogafing fhe work of public and privafe insfifufions, and holding 
aufhorifies fo accounf.^

Because news is so imporfanf, societies have a legifimafe inferesf in fhe 
activities of organisations which invesf in newsgafhering, reporf and analyse the 
news, and package it together for public consumption -  whether newspapers, 
broadcasters, or online. In turn, those organisations have special responsibilities 
to act in the public as well as their own commercial interest. The House of Lords 
Communications Committee* summarised the role of news media as follows:

A free and diverse media are an indispensable part of the democratic process. 
They provide a multiplicity of voices and opinions that informs the public, 
influences opinion, and engenders political debate. They promote the culture of 
dissent which any healthy democracy must have.

1.2. Plurality Rules
In brief, pluralify rules generally fake fhe form of markef share caps (no one 
can own more than, say, 25% of the newspaper market) or limits on the 
number of media fifles fhaf can be owned (for example, number of TV sfafions 
or national newspapers). Specific cross-media ownership limifs are sometimes 
used fo prevenf build up of influence across prinf, broadcast and online 
media. These sorfs of rule have fwo main aims: fo ensure fhaf fhere are a 
reasonable number of news organisafions in a defined markef, and fhaf no 
single player is foo influenfial.^

 ̂E.g. Steven Barnett, Journalism, Democracy and the Public Interest (RISJ, 2009), talks about the 
role of news in informing, representing, campaigning, and interrogating. Pippa Norris, in A 
Virtuous Circle: Political Communications in Post Industrial Society (CUP, 2000), suggests 
thinking about news media in terms of civic forum, mobilising agent, and watchdog.
* House of Lords Select Committee on Communications, The Ownership of the News (2008).
® A so-called 'public interest' test, which examines plurality, can be called for in the event of a 
major media merger / acquisition, and there are constraints on certain types of cross-media 
ownership, mosf nofably limits on combined ownership of national newspapers and Channel 
3 licences.

12
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A reasonable number of players in a market, it is hoped, will
• secure a range of perspectives on the news;
• ensure that if bias or misrepresentation occurs in one source, it is 

exposed in others;
• through competition for readers/audiences, ensure news reaches a 

wider audience and is of high quality.

The concern here is not just about how news is reported but about how it 
might be selected, interpreted, or suppressed to support a particular point of 
view. For example, news media might editorialise for or against particular 
points of view, cover stories with a particular angle, or choose to focus on 
certain types of stories (say, crimes or public spending cuts) over others. A 
range of different voices in the news media will help ameliorate the worst 
effects of the above.

The second aim is to prevent any single news provider from becoming 
too influential. Overpowerful owners, as the Leveson Inquiry is revealing, 
might secure privileged access to governments and influence policy through 
the carrot of favourable coverage or the stick of withdrawing support. 
Powerful news providers might also from time to time be tempted to depart 
from normally accepted codes of conduct, fuelled by the sense that they are 
above the law. While ownership plurality would not necessarily prevent such 
lapses, the more powerful an organisation perceives itself to be, the more 
likely it may think it is to get away with behaviour for which it would 
otherwise be held to account.

1.3. Implications of Convergence
Convergence means that these old approaches are no longer fit for purpose.

Th e  im p a c t  o f  c o m m e r c ia l  pr essu r es  Convergence leads to increased 
competition for both audiences and revenues. It is becoming clear that the use 
of ownership rules to secure plurality may be increasingly problematic in a 
world in which established news providers face rising commercial pressures, 
and consolidation not diversity may be the prevailing market trend. As many 
commentators have explained,^® established news media are facing multiple 
competitive threats as traditional revenue sources dry up and consumers slice 
and dice their content with the help of new digital media. Even a media 
market as big as the UK's may not in future be able to support the range of 
competing local or national news brands that have been available to date.

This makes it hard to design effective remedies to address shortfalls in 
media plurality. While ownership caps of the type proposed by several 
witnesses during the Leveson Inquiry might appear superficially attractive, 
on closer inspection they seem like very blunt tools, of value more as a 
political gesture than as a practical way of addressing plurality concerns. 
Mergers or acquisitions may increasingly be necessary to secure ongoing 
viability of news provision (and to provide a better product to consumers). If 
a news provider becomes 'too powerful' through organic growth, options for

E.g. see Robert Picard, 'Digitisation and Media Business Models', in Mapping Digital 
Media, for the Open Society Media Programme, 2011, and David A. L. Levy and Rasmus 
Kleis Nielsen (eds). The Changing Business of Journalism and its Implications for Democracy (RISJ, 
2010).
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intervention are even more limited. It is hard to imagine much public good 
coming from mandating a successful media company fo close fifles, divesf 
parfs of ifs business, sell fewer newspapers, or make ifs producf less affracfive 
fo consumers. If pluralify has diminished nof because one company has 
become too successful, buf because one or more have declined or dropped ouf 
of fhe markef, fhen if is even harder fo conceive of appropriate remedies.” In 
fhe end, if is nof wifhin fhe powers of any regulafor fo create pluralify if fhe 
markef will nof supporf if.

M e a su r e m e n t  c h a l l e n g e s  There are also non-frivial measuremenf issues in 
ascerfaining whefher fhere is sufficienf pluralify in fhe markef and whefher 
any organisation is foo influenfial. Existing pluralify rules were devised for a 
largely unconverged world. Buf as Ofcom found in fhe case of News 
Corporation/BSkyB, a proper assessmenf of pluralify musf examine news 
supply and consumption across all media, including online. How fhen, for 
example, can one compare on any meaningful basis an hour's reading of The  
T im es, wifh wafching a TV news bulletin or dipping info an online news site. 
How imporfanf is a foreign-news online site compared fo a UK-focused site? 
As Ofcom” has explained, no single indicafor can do fhe job properly and, 
alfhough consumption measures can be devised, if is very difficulf fo measure 
acfual impacf or influence.

N ew  issues There are also new issues fo address. The News Corp/BSkyB case 
highlighfed fhe limited scope of existing rules when addressing fhe 
implications for pluralify of confrol of wider media assefs -  such as a pay-TV 
plafform. Should disfribufion plafforms be considered af all in a pluralify 
assessmenf and, if so, on whaf basis? Does confrol of a media plafform in any 
sense provide fhe sorf of political power and abilify fo influence fhe news 
agenda attributed fo confrol of a news channel or newspaper? Such questions 
are likely fo become more, nof less, imporfanf in fufure as we see further 
growth in a range of new digital platforms and intermediaries, many of which 
are becoming increasingly important conduits of news.

1.4. Looking to the Future
Given these developments, it is likely that the regulatory toolkit will have to 
draw increasingly on new approaches to try to protect the public interest. In 
this digital world, we will need to take a closer look at so-called 'behavioural' 
interventions which might be used to improve the range of content available, 
or to place constraints on the extent to which owners can influence the 
editorial decisions made by their news media. For example, in the case of a 
media merger, or if one owner is considered to have become too powerful 
through organic growth, then behavioural interventions might include 
requiring the relevant party or parties to put in place content investment 
commitments, requirements to make space available for the inclusion of 
alternative viewpoints, effective right of reply procedures, and independent 
editorial boards.*^

Reflecting widespread concerns about media plurality, EC Vice President Neelie Kroes has 
set up a High Level Group to advise on media freedom and plurality in Europe, to report in 
autumn 2012.

Ofcom, Measuring Media Plurality.
in Germany e.g. one option available to the regulator is to require access (to broadcast 

airtime or to newspaper/online content) to be given to third parties.
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More importantly, we need to make sure that we maximise the 
potential of developments in digital news media to provide potential new 
sources of news pluralify. In fhaf confexf we may need fo place more 
emphasis on 'access' rafher fhan 'ownership' issues. As fhe nexf chapfer 
shows, given fhe righf conditions, online developmenfs offer fhe pofenfial for 
more pluralify -  and more user confrol over fhe news agenda -  fhan has ever 
been offered by fhe esfablished press. As old media decline, powerful new 
digifal players such as Apple, Google, Facebook, and Amazon are emerging. 
In fheir differenf ways, fhey all have a key role fo play in helping users find, 
use, creafe, and share high-qualify news maferial, and in enabling news 
providers fo make money from digifal media.

Af fhe same time, however, fhese organisations can all also be fhoughf 
of as new gafekeepers who may, deliberafely or ofherwise, confrol or 
consfrain access fo news, or affecf ifs commercial viabilify. Critically, for new 
media fo play ifs full pofenfial role, we musf make sure fhaf fhese new 
gafekeepers do nof block or disforf access fo a wide range and diversify of 
news. They are increasingly imporfanf for fhe disfribufion of and 
monefisafion of news in fhe digifal world, buf fhe pluralify framework 
described above has little fo say abouf fheir acfivifies af all. The resf of fhis 
reporf examines fhose infermediaries in more defail.
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2 Digital Transformation
There have already been significant changes in the way news is consumed, 
shared, and debated, accompanied by equally radical changes in the way it is 
produced packaged, and distributed. But has the early promise of the internet 
-  that of a vastly more open and democratic electronic exchange for news and 
views -  been delivered? After all, data show that many old-media brands are 
still the main sources of news in the new digital world.

2.1. Internet News Consumption
It is unquestionably the case that the internet is now an important source of 
news. UK internet penetration is now around 80% and various studies have 
underlined its significant role in news consumption. The RISJ digital survey of 
over 2,000 online users found that broadcast websites are second only to TV in 
the UK as a source of news 'used in the last week', and that in aggregate 
websites are likely the most used, while TV and computers are far ahead of 
printed newspapers in terms of media platforms used.
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Source: Newman, Reuters Institute Digital News Report (2012).
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This broad finding is supported by other survey data. Oliver & Ohlbaum/"^ for 
example, in their annual media survey of 2011, reported that while TV is still 
the UK's most important source of news (75% of those surveyed said they 
turn to TV for news), online is now close behind (68%, compared with 54% for 
newspapers). Data in Ofcom's recent reporT^ on measuring plurality shows 
that 41% of adults use the internet for news 'nowadays'. When asked by 
Of com about their ‘m a in  source of news', however, most respondents place 
TV well ahead of the internet.

"mi vow nm woac ® yoiv 'o'lSif!';' vovf cs w? s v m  wbos fs goSog m  in vo-d Iv

I w .  V

' ’% a

Source: Ofcom.

In the US, where current developments often point to trends we will see later 
in the UK, the internet, social media, and tablets are increasingly key 
platforms for news.

s o o r w  o f  ■sfs?i s o t s m s t t e o o f  s o w s  f o r  fo  U S A

Source: Pew Research Center.

According to the OECD^® the internet is already the m ain source of news for the 
16-24 age group.

Oliver & Ohlbaum, Annual Media Survey (2011), as reported in www.paidcontent.org. 
Ofcom, Measuring Media Plurality.
The Evolution of News and the Internet (OECD Working Paper, 2010).
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This story also extends beyond the PC. According to the Reuters 
Institute digital survey, news apps are popular as a means of accessing news 
among tablet and smartphone users, and tablet users appear more willing to 
pay for news fhan general online news users. This pattern is confirmed by 
ofher surveys. For example, comScore in 2012 reporfed a 'big increase in 
smarfphone users accessing news sifes' -  46.8% of smarfphone users in UK 
say fhey accessed news af leasf once over fhe lasf monfh via an app or a 
browser in January 2012 -  a 63% growfh over fhe year earlier.^^

2.2. Impact on Plurality
Buf whaf are fhe implications of fhese frends for pluralify, good or bad? Many 
commenfafors are persuaded of fheir posifive impacf. They poinf fo new 
sources of bofh commercial and nof-for-profif news services available on fhe 
web, and fhe rise of social and communify media, which enable people fo fake 
a more acfive and parficipafive role in newsgafhering and dissemination -  
sharing news and opinion via social nefworks, influencing fhe news agenda 
via blogs and Twitter, and confribufing fo local news sifes.̂ * Such forms of 
parficipafive media, citizen's journalism, or user-generafed confenf provide 
an alfernafive and offen a counfer-balance fo fhe vesfed inferesfs of 
esfablished media.

M o r e  r a n g e  a n d  d iv ersity  Evidence also supporfs fhe claim fhaf digifal 
media provide users wifh access fo a greafer range and diversify of news, 
alfhough perhaps nof as much as tirsf hoped. There is a range of opfions in 
addition fo fhe websifes offered by esfablished UK news media such as fhe 
G uard ian , BBC, or D a ily  Telegraph.

• Alfernafive infernef-only news sources are available -  ranging from 
generalisfs such as fhe Huftingfon Posf, fo specialisfs such as Gawker 
(enferfainmenf) and TechCrunch (ICT).

• News aggregators -such as Yahoo -  provide users wifh easy access fo a 
much wider range of news material from many difterenf sources fhan 
fhey could ever have easily accessed in fhe analogue world, and also 
increasingly invesf in fheir own confenf.

• All online users now have easy access fo a vasf number of websifes 
produced by local news media in counfries around fhe world, from fhe 
N Y  T im es, fo fhe S y d n e y  M o rn in g  H erald .

However, mainsfream news brands still accounf for a large share of digifal 
news supply and consumption:

• In the UK, Ofcom's public-interest test reporC° shows that, in terms of 
share of page views and minutes, the top 50 news sites are dominated 
by old-media news brands.

• In Europe, according to comScore (November 2011), 'nearly 50% of 
internet users in Europe visit newspaper sites'.

'Nearly 50% of Internet Users in Europe Visit Newspaper Sites', comScore, 19 Jan. 2012.
A summary of these trends is given in Robin Foster, Informing the UK: The Role of TV News in 

the Digital World (ITV, 2011).
See e.g. the discussion in P. Valcke, Risk-Based Regulation in the Media Sector: The Way 

Forward to Advance the Media Pluralism Debate in Europe (ICRI Working Paper, University of 
Leuven, Feb. 2011).

Ofcom, Report on Public Interest Test on the Proposed Acquisition ofBSkyB pic by News 
Corporation (2010).
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• In the US/^ two-thirds (17) of the 25 most popular news sites are run by 
traditional news organisations.

This is not surprising. Mainstream news providers are often the only 
organisations with the resources and expertise to sustain effective 
newsgathering and journalism around the world. Even successful new 
enfranfs such as fhe Huffingfon Posf rely heavily on fhird-parfy confenf and 
blogs alongside fheir own maferial.^^

Moreover, nof all websifes have fhe same impacf on pluralify. A US or 
Asian newspaper sife, even if available in English, would be unlikely fo carry 
a significanf amounf of news and commenfary on fhe UK domestic political 
scene. A specialisf fechnical websife is much less likely fo play a significanf 
role in sefting fhe political news agenda in fhe UK fhan would a mainsfream 
generalisf newspaper.^^

A WIDER DEBATE If news s u p p ly  of direcf relevance fo fhe UK ifself is only 
modesfly improved by fhe internef, fhere is a much greafer increase in the 
volume and diversity of discussion, commentary, and opinion. Some of this 
is, of course, uninformative babble, but that should not devalue the 
importance overall of the internet in providing a much more open and 
democratic forum for debating the big (and small) ideas of the day. Blogs and 
niche discussion sites can have an important influence on the way in which 
their users form their own opinions on the main political issues. The 
importance of blogs can also extend beyond their direct audience because 
they are so widely read within other news organisations and thus have an 
influence on the wider news agenda. '̂^

-fa!-: U u:

Source: Blogpulse via WayBackWhen.

Pew Research Center, The State of the News Media 2012 (2012).
E.g. in a recent report consultants Mediatique estimate that UK online spend on news 

provision was only £ l l lm  compared with around £2bn for the whole news market. This 
supported 660 full-time posts compared with 24,000 in total. (Mediatique, 'The Provision of 
News in fhe UK', annex fo Ofcom, Measuring Media Plurality, 2012).

Alfhough in some areas of economic, culfural, and social significance, small specialisf sifes 
may have an impacf disproporfionafe fo fheir readership fhrough fhe dissemination of new 
ideas or fheir critique of existing fhinking.

One example would be 'order-order.com', fhe Guido Fawkes blog.
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M u l t i-s o u r c in g  o f  n e w s  Arguably a bigger impact on plurality arises from 
the ways in which digital media change both patterns of news consumption 
and how users debafe and discuss fhe news. A world in which everyone 
accesses a range of news sources is inherenfly more pluralistic fhan one in 
which mosf people wafch only one TV news channel or read only one 
newspaper. Consider, for example, a markef in which fhere are fhree 
newspapers. In fhe firsf scenario, each reader fakes only one newspaper and 
readership is splif equally befween fhe fhree newspapers. In fhe second 
scenario, each reader spreads his consumption across all fhree newspapers in 
equal amounfs. In bofh cases, all newspapers have a one-fhird markef share, 
buf fhe second scenario is clearly more plural fhan fhe firsf.

Here fhe dafa are encouraging. According fo fhe Oliver & Ohlbaum 
2011 survey,^  ̂fhe average online news consumer in fhe UK visifs 5.2 sifes, 
compared wifh fhe average newspaper reader who only reads fwo 
newspapers. Perspecfive,“  in ifs submission fo fhe Ofcom public-inferesf fesf, 
reporfed fhaf online users in 2010 visifed on average 3.46 sifes. Ofcom's lafesf 
cross-media audience research suggesfs fhaf fhe average number of sources 
consumers use for news is 4.8, drawn from 2.4 plafforms. 77% use fhree or 
more sources.^  ̂The recenf Reufers Insfifufe survey reveals similar behaviour, 
wifh 70% of respondenfs using fwo or more online news sources each week. 
Clearly fhe more fhaf online news encourages mulfi-sourcing -  as if appears 
fo do -  fhe more we can feel comforfable abouf fhe range of news and views 
acfually accessed by fhe UK public. And fhis has a multiplicative impacf -  fhe 
more news sources fhaf each individual user consulfs, fhe more fhose news 
sfories and opinions are likely fo be disseminafed in conversation wifh 
friends, colleagues, or family.

Se a r c h  a n d  so c ia l  m e d ia  Search engines and online news aggregafors have 
played a large role in facilifafing mulfi-sourcing of news, by making if easy 
for each news consumer fo very quickly consul! a range of sources for any 
single story. Mosf recenfly, social media -  especially Facebook and Twiffer -  
are bringing anofher sea change in fhe way users find ouf abouf news sfories 
and communicafe fhem fo each ofher. Social media as a source of news fraffic 
have been growing fheir share af fhe expense of search. New Facebook apps 
enable mainsfream news providers fo access a new demographic and achieve 
much wider circulafion of fheir news confenf fhan mighf ofherwise have been 
fhe case. The Huftingfon Posf reportedly generafes as much fraffic from social 
media as from search, working very closely wifh Facebook and fhe like. In fhe 
UK, fhe G uard ian  reporfed positive early experience after launching an app for 
fhe new Facebook social reader. UK research^* found fhaf 75% of shared news 
links on Twiffer in fhe UK came from fradifional sources. Pew Research '̂’ in 
fhe US finds fhaf sfories shared on Facebook are mosf likely fo come in fhe 
firsf insfance from friends and family, buf still largely originate from 
mainsfream sources.

Oliver & Ohlbaum, Annual Media Survey (2011).
Robert Kenny, Tim Suter, and Robin Foster, Past and Future Trends in Plurality and the Setting 

of the News Agenda (Perspective, 2010).
Ofcom, Measuring Media Plurality.
Nic Newman, The Rise of Social Media and its Impact on Mainstream Journalism (RISJ, 2009). 
'W hat Facebook and Twitter Mean for News', in Pew Research Center, State of the News 

Media (2012).
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Social media also have the potential, through the engagement of large 
numbers of users, fo creafe an alfernafive news agenda, wifh differenf 
priorities fo fhose selecfed by mainsfream news editors. Nic Newman^° 
describes fhe role played by YouTube, Facebook, and Twiffer following fhe 
Iranian elecfions in 2009. More recenfly, fhe process has been replicated wifh 
an even greater impacf in fhe so-called Arab Spring and now in Syria. Sfories 
broken fhis way by new digifal media are fhen often confexfualised and 
validated by esfablished news media.

Im p r o v e d  m a in s t r e a m  n e w s  c o n t e n t  In parallel wifh fhese developmenfs, 
many esfablished news players have upped fheir game. As noted above, fhe 
fop esfablished news brands are doing well in terms of mosf popular news 
websites visifed. This is bofh a reflection of fhe sfrengfh of fheir brands and 
fheir successful developmenf of compelling new producfs. If has for some 
time been recognised fhaf if is nof enough fo replicate existing newspapers 
online. In facf fhe more successful online versions of esfablished newspapers 
have embraced fhe pofenfial offered by fhe infernef fo become more open, 
collaborative, and immersive. They fake advanfage of fhe new technologies fo 
incorporate:

• more commenf/blogging (for example, in fhe FT);
• dafa/resources/archives (as in fhe G uardian);
• more live material (as in fhe Telegraph);
• better visuals and graphics (e.g. The T im es);
• more links fo ofher confenf on fhe infernef (as practised by fhe BBC).

These changes open up esfablished newspaper brands fo greater influence 
from fheir readers and confribufors, and also expose readers fo a wider range 
of confenf fhrough external links.

■
Source; Newman, Reuters Institute Digital News Report (2012),

Th e  ' filter  bubble '  Nof everyone agrees fhaf fhese developmenfs have been 
universally positive. Early criticisms of digifal news media focused on fhe 
uneven qualify of infernef news -  for example, fhe challenge of separating facf 
from prejudice and of finding somefhing of value among fhe mulfiplicify of 
unreliable or inaccurate confenf sources. These concerns have fo a degree been 
addressed by fhe increasing effectiveness of search, social media, and

Nic Newman, Mainstream Media and the Distribution of News in the Age of Social Discovery 
(RISJ, 2011),
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mainstream news brands in helping users find content which is relevant and 
trustworthy. More worrying from the plurality perspective is the contention 
that, through the filtering of stories via friends, or via the personalisation of 
search, digital media encourages people to remain within their own comfort 
zone. Eli Pariser^  ̂uses the term 'filter bubble' to describe this phenomenon -  
in which search engines and social networks use algorithms and personal 
data to select only content which matches existing tastes and preferences. The 
risk, some have suggested, is that people access only those news stories in 
their direct field of interest, and read only those opinions with which they are 
familiar and agree. As a result, they get less exposure to conflicting 
viewpoints and become closed to new ideas, subjects, and information. Tim 
Berners-Lee^  ̂warns that social networks like Facebook constitute one of the 
'several threats to the Web's universality', arguing that such sites create 
'closed silos of content' that may threaten the internet's original open status.

Others have disputed Pariser's findings, arguing that personalisation 
still works in a very crude way, and does not prevent users seeking a wide 
range of voices. And to the casual observer it is hard to believe that the scope 
for searching and finding news offered by digital media can be any less mind
broadening than the much narrower range of news and comment available 
from some traditional newspapers. Recent research carried out in the US by 
the Pew Research Center^  ̂concludes, for example, that social media are 
currently more used as an additional source of news rather than as a 
replacement source, hence widening not narrowing the 'filter'. For example, 
71% of those who ever follow news on Facebook (and 76% on Twitter) also get 
news somewhat or very often from a news organisation's website or app. 
Twitter scored relatively well in providing news which users felt they would 
never have found elsewhere.

Another concern is sometimes raised about the nature of news search 
results. This is the fear that Google News and other news search engines tend 
to favour mainstream news providers at the expense of a more diverse range 
of news sources. If a search algorithm considers a site's popularity and page 
ranking, then its results may well create a 'virtuous' circle in which a limited 
number of news sources are always near the top of the list. It is certainly the 
case that searches for major current news stories on Google News in the UK 
commonly produce links to the main news providers such as the BBC, 
Telegraph, G uard ian , and D a ily  M a il. These brands gain high rankings by virtue 
of their existing popularity, timely coverage, and perceived relevance to users. 
But, although not on the first page of search results, many other sources are 
also there, so that those keen on finding alternative news voices still have the 
tools with which to do so, if they are prepared to dig a little deeper.

2 .3 . New Digital Intermediaries
Critically many of these changes depend on another key development -  the 
rise of new digital intermediaries, who are playing an increasingly important 
role in helping news providers get to market and news users find and access 
news content on a range of digital devices.

In the old world, newspapers and broadcasters were typically 
responsible for the entire news value chain from newsgathering to 
distribution. At one level, the internet enables this to continue with little

Eli Pariser, The Filter Bubble: What the Internet is Hiding from You (Penguin Press, 2011), 
Tim Berners-Lee, 'Long Live the Web', Scientific American, 22 Nov, 2010,

3 3  - • •Pew Research Center, State of the News Media (2012),
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change: newspaper websites, for example, can translate their established 
branded package of news, comment, entertainment, and ads into the digital 
space. They help save costs by cutting out some stages of the value chain. All 
customers need to access their favourite newspaper is to know the correct 
website address.

But increasingly access to digital content is being mediated through 
third parties. They help users navigate the open web, but also -  in the form of 
new closed networks -  can exercise much greater control over the delivery of 
content and the devices on which it can be accessed. If they wish to reach the 
widest possible audience, news providers now need to find ways of 
distributing their content via these digital intermediaries to ensure they reach 
their intended market:

• via content aggregators like Yahoo and MSN;
• via search engines like Google and Bing;
• via social networks like Facebook and Twitter;
• via digital stores linked to specific consumer devices, like Apple's 

iTunes, Amazon, and Google Play.

Although physical production and distribution costs are reduced, some of 
these alternative routes to market impose new costs -  such as commission on 
sales. They may also require agreement to disaggregate news content -  
providing access to individual stories rather than selling a complete news 
product or service -  which can impact adversely on news-provider business 
models. Nick Harkaway, in his recent book The B lin d  G ia n t, a rg ues  that: 'The 
Internet is sometimes heralded as the end of the middleman. In fact at the 
moment, it's more like the ascension of the middleman to an almost godlike 
status -  ifs just that the old middlemen have in many cases been cu t o u t o f  the loop.'

A n  in c r e a s in g  pr e se n c e  A few facts serve to illustrate the potential 
importance of these new players. According to the recent Reuters Institute 
survey,^  ̂although the majority (just) of news users online include 
website/browsers as one of the main ways in which they access news, search 
engines, aggregators, and social networks also account for substantial 
amounts of traffic.
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Source: Reuters Institute Digital News Report, 2012.

Nick Harkaway, The Blind Giant: Being Human in the Digital World (John Murray, 2012). 
Newman, Reuters Institute Digital News Report.
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In the US, the patterns are very similar. According to Pew Research Center:
• the most common way of accessing news is to visit the news site 

directly;
• 21% of news fraffic comes from search engines (alfhough fhis is slowly 

falling);
• 8.6% of fraffic fo news sifes comes from social nefworks (and fhis is 

rising).

An earlier Pew survey, of jusf fhe fop 25 news sifes in 2010, suggesfed fhaf 
search accounfed for 30% of fraffic -  fhese sifes still depend a lof on casual 
visifors, despife fheir brand appeal. Mosf of fhe referrals emerged from topic- 
r e la te d  searches, nof newspaper nam es. Mosf of fhose who had used Google 
News did click fhrough fo a news sfory -  buf fhe main beneficiaries were fhe 
big brands such as N Y  T im es, CNN, and ABC.

2 .4 . Intermediaries and Plurality
The firsf parf of fhis chapfer ouflined fhe crucial benetifs fhaf digifal media -  
and in particular changing patterns of news consumption -  could deliver. 
While digifal media are nof yef generating signiticanf new revenue sfreams 
for news, fhey are making if easier for users fo access many differenf sources 
of news and fo engage more actively in fhe news debafe. Buf fhese benefifs 
will only be realised if fhe new digital intermediaries continue to facilitate 
wide and open access to news content, rather than constraining or controlling 
it, and help create the conditions in which news providers can monetise their 
content. How they behave is therefore critical to securing plurality in future. 
In the next chapter these issues are examined in more detail.
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3 The New Digital Intermediaries

3.1. What is a Digital Intermediary?
An intermediary is a person or organisation that acts as an agent between 
other people or things. In the context of this discussion, digital intermediaries 
can be defined as organisations which bring news confenf from fhird-parfy 
providers fo consumers using a variefy of digifal soffware, channels, and 
devices. '̂  ̂This sounds initially like a neufral and entirely positive role. Buf 
infermediaries can, fhrough fhe way fhey carry ouf fhis acfivify and fhe 
charges fhey levy, exerf significanf influence over fheir suppliers and 
cusfomers. Their closes! counferparfs in esfablished media are fhe operafors 
of pay-TV plafforms like BSkyB, who disfribufe fhird-parfy confenf buf also 
add value fhrough packaging, promotion, EPG, PVR, and subscriber 
managemenf. In fhis chapfer, fhe implications of fhaf influence for pluralify 
are explored.

Af fhe oufsef of fhis research, four fypes of infermediary were identified 
for analysis, reflecfing fheir relative imporfance and shared characferisfics:^^

• news aggregators;
• search engines;
• social media;
• digifal app stores.

N ew s  a g g r e g a t o r s  News aggregator sites generally provide a carefully 
selected (or curated) package of news stories from differenf providers. 
According fo fhe recenf Reuters Insfifufe digifal survey, 22% of online news 
users say fhaf aggregafors like Yahoo or MSN are among fhe main ways fhey 
find news online. Yahoo, for example, is still one of fhe fop-performing news 
websites in fhe UK.

Of fhe four fypes of infermediary examined, fhey are fhe closes! fo 
fradifional news media -  fhey choose fhe confenf fhey wan! fo deliver fo 
users, license if from agencies, individual confribufors, and ofher news 
sources, and promofe if under an umbrella brand. They fypically exercise 
ediforial judgemenf in selection of news confenf, and increasingly invesf in 
fheir own confenf. They adopf policies on offence, privacy, efc. and are subjecf 
fo UK law if registered in UK. Some also increasingly originafe fheir own 
confenf: fhe Huffingfon Posf shows fhe potential for growfh in fhis secfor 
based on invesfmenf in original journalism as well as licensed confenf and 
blogs.^* They impacf positively on pluralify in fhree main ways:

• fhey provide convenienf access fo a range of news sfories from several 
differenf sources and hence facilifafe active mulfi-sourcing of news;

• fhey acf as a forum for a diverse range of opinions and blogs;
• fhey invesf in (some) original news confenf.

An economist would describe these as classic 'two-sided markets'
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) have been 

excluded from this analysis, because they act more like neutral 'pipes' than organisations 
with a degree of ediforial engagemenf.

Google News, alfhough sometimes fhoughf of as an aggregafor, is more akin fo a search 
engine.
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Examples of news aggregators

Se a r c h  e n g in e s  Search engines provide the tools with which users can trawl 
the internet for the news stories they want to find, from an almosf limifless 
range of available sources. Google is by far fhe markef leader in fhe UK, 
accounting for 91% of all searches. '̂’ According fo fhe recenf Reufers Insfifufe 
digifal survey, 30% of news users say fhaf a general search engine like Google 
or Bing is among fhe main ways fhey find news online. Search engines have 
been a huge positive force in opening up access fo confenf fhaf would 
previously have been very difficulf or cosfly fo find. Buf fhe facf fhaf fhey are 
now an indispensable parf of our lives also means fhaf fhey have fhe pofenfial 
fo exerf significanf influence over public access fo differenf fypes of confenf, 
including news.

' Experian Hitwise, Jan. 2012.
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Example of news search, Google
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So c ia l  m e d ia  Social media play another critical part in the creation, 
distribution, and consumption of news: the Reuters Institute survey reports 
that 20% of news users include social media in fhe main ways fhey find news 
online. Facebook and Twiffer are fhe principal players in fhe UK, buf a range 
of ofhers play fheir own parf in fhis phenomenon, e.g. Google+,Tumblr, and 
Linkedin. They provide plafforms which allow users/members fo confribufe 
(fweef and posf) and share fheir own and ofhers' news and views.
Increasingly some also provide a plafform used by professional news 
providers fo gain profile for fheir sfories, and as a source of sfories.

Facebook's Open Graph fechnology, infroduced in 2011, has allowed 
news providers fo creafe 'social reader' apps, which enable aufomafic sharing 
of news sfories befween friends. Once a user is logged in via an app, Facebook 
fracks fhe arficles being read and may publish fhis information on fhe news 
feeds of fhe user's friends. Twiffer, fhough smaller fhan Facebook, has also 
had a huge impacf on news, fhrough ifs role in spreading breaking news, in 
creating a plafform for fhe easy expression of ideas, commenf, and gossip, and 
in providing a means for fhe subjecfs of news sfories fo speak direcfly fo 
audiences.

D ig it a l  a p p  stores  Digifal app sfores acf as elecfronic refailers for news 
confenf and apps, primarily for use on fablefs and smarfphones, and are 
fypically tied fo particular devices -  iTunes App sfore for fhe iPhone and 
iPad, Amazon for fhe Kindle, Google Play for Android devices. Apple's UK 
markef share in smarfphones is around 30%, and alfhough Android is pulling 
ahead in ferms of number of smarfphones in fhe markef (now around 50%), 
iTunes is still fhe major channel for paid-for news apps.

The increasing popularify of smarfphones and fablefs has broughf a new 
opporfunify for digifal news. Esfablished news providers have been able fo 
develop applications which offer more confrolled access fo fheir packages of 
branded news and commenfary -  unlike fhe more chaotic and fragmenfed
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marketplace offered by infernef search and social media. They are seen as a 
good way of winning new digifal cusfomers, charging for confenf, and 
counfering fhe effecfs of disaggregafion.

3 .2 . Intermediaries as Gatekeepers
The above descriptions suggesf fhaf a distinction can be made befween 
infermediaries which explicifly adopf an ediforial approach fo fhe news fhey 
provide -  fhe aggregafors like Yahoo -  and fhose which have chosen fo adopf 
a more passive or neufral role fo fhe confenf fhey carry. While fhe former 
presenf a carefully curafed package of news and are similar in many ways fo 
prinf newspapers of old, fhe latter posifion fhemselves as gafeways fo an 
almosf unlimifed amounf of confenf from many differenf suppliers. While fhe 
former presenf pluralify challenges which are similar fo fhose associafed wifh 
esfablished media, fhe latter are rafher differenf animals wifh pofenfially 
differenf implications for pluralify. The main body of fhis reporf fherefore 
focuses on search, social, and digifal app sfores.

These infermediaries can be fhoughf of as gatekeepers of digifal confenf. 
Existing media-relafed examples include cable companies fhaf decide which 
TV channels fo disfribufe and booksfores fhaf choose whaf books fo order and 
display. This gafekeeping role is offen beneficial fo consumers -  helping fhem 
fo find relevanf confenf and access new ideas. Buf if can also be resfricfive -  
for example when a gafekeeper confrols ferms of access fo informafion or 
resfricfs fhe scope of informafion available.

There are no exacf parallels for fhe new digifal infermediaries 
identified here -  mosf are nof neufral 'pipes' like ISPs, fhrough which all 
infernef confenf flows (alfhough Twitter is close fo fhis); nor are fhey pure 
media companies like broadcasfers or newspapers, heavily involved in 
creative and ediforial decisions. Buf fhey do perform imporfanf roles in 
selecting and channelling informafion, which implies a legifimafe public 
inferesf in whaf fhey do.

'Internet Information Gatekeepers'

Emily Laidlaw, at the LSE suggests defining internet information gatekeepers
iiT tenus of the cbntrbTthey exerdse over infbfiuatibn flows, and̂  -  ....
their impact on participation and deliberation in a democratic culture.

A gatekeeping process in her view involves some of the following: selecting, 
channelling, shaping, manipulating, and deleting information.

Crucially she argues that enterprises engaged in such activities may have 
certain public or human rights responsibilities rooted in freedom of 
expression, privacy, and freedom of association, depending on their size and 
degree of influence or control exercised. Those who carry most responsibility 
of this nature she describes as 'macro-gatekeepers' -  she includes search 
engines as part of this category.

(Emily Laidlaw, 'A  Framework for Identifying Internet Information Gatekeepers',
In te rn a tio n a l R e v ie w  o f  L aw , C o m p u te rs  a n d  T echno logy , 29 Oct. 2011)
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In the context of the general debate about news plurality, there are arguably 
four broad and inferrelafed aspecfs of fhe conducf of digifal infermediaries 
which could be of public concern, reflecting fheir hybrid nafure.

• The firsf is fhe exfenf fo which fhese infermediaries each or collectively 
are becoming bofflenecks for fhe disfribufion of news. The larger fheir 
role in fhe overall news disfribufion markef, or in a particular parf of if, 
fhe more fhey have fhe pofenfial fo exercise confrol over fhe way in 
which users access news and news suppliers reach fheir users.

• The second is fhe exfenf fo which fhese infermediaries commission, 
selecf, promofe, and make ofher (ediforial-like) judgemenfs abouf fhe 
news confenf fhey make available fo users, pofenfially influencing fhe 
news agenda. The more such acfivify fhey engage in, fhe more direcf 
fheir impacf on pluralify mighf be.

• The fhird is fhe role fhey play in shaping fufure economic models for 
news provision: if fhey significanfly affecf -  eifher positively or 
negatively -  fhe fufure viabilify of news, fhen fhey could have an 
imporfanf impacf on fufure news supply.

• The fourfh is fhe exfenf fo which, based on fhe above, fhey fhemselves 
have fhe capacify and incentive fo influence fhe political agenda, nof 
jusf by virfue of fheir size, buf as a resulf of fhe role fhey play as 
disfribufors and occasionally commissioners of news.

A fifth and slighfly differenf concern fo emerge during research for fhis reporf 
is connecfed wifh fhe increasingly imporfanf and pervasive role which -  af 
leasf some -  digifal infermediaries play in fhe everyday lives of fheir 
individual users. This fouches on, for example, issues of privacy, identify, 
social relafionships, shared culfure and values, and so on.̂ ”̂ While nof sfricfly 
relevanf fo fhis discussion of new s pluralify, and hence nof covered in defail in 
fhis reporf, fhese wider concerns add fo fhe case for including fhese 
enferprises in any overall discussion of pluralify in ifs wider sense. Emily Bell, 
of Columbia Universify, identified some of fhese concerns in a recenf G uard ian  
article, referring fo 'a  series of decisions made by an elife of ferociously 
compefifive business owners, whose consequences are unclear and whose 
mefhods are poorly undersfood by fhose who are increasingly dependenf on 
fhe producfs and services of fhese opaque companies'

3 .3 . Distribution Bottlenecks
If news pluralify is fo be susfained in a digifal world, if will be highly 
dependenf on widespread and convenienf access fo fhe range of news sources 
available. There would be a real public-inferesf concern if one or a small 
number of digifal infermediaries became so imporfanf fo users fhaf fheir 
decisions abouf which confenf fo carry, promofe, or block could have a 
significanf adverse impacf on fhe overall range and diversify of news confenf 
available.

Af present fhe evidence is mixed -  as fhe nexf box shows. Alfhough 
infermediaries are imporfanf fo news suppliers who wanf fo reach cerfain

For a wide-ranging discussion of these issues, see Andrew Keen, Digital Vertigo (St Martin's 
Press, 2012).

'The real threat to the open web lies with the opaque elite who run it', Emily Bell, Guardian, 
16 Apr. 2012.
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demographic groups, and are increasingly the main source of news for some 
users, fhey are far from fhe only way of accessing news confenf in fhe UK.

A COMPETITION PERSPECTIVE One way of addressing pofenfial bofflenecks is fo 
use compefifion law. From a competition perspective, fwo questions mighf be 
asked. Firsf, af fhe exfreme, we mighf examine whefher any of fhese 
infermediaries confrols whaf is known as an 'essenfial facilify' -  fhaf is, 
somefhing (usually a nafural monopoly like a felecoms nefwork or a porf) 
which is essential fo compefifion buf cannof feasibly be duplicafed. If so, fhen 
sfeps could be faken fo mandafe access fo fhaf facilify. A preliminary analysis 
suggesfs, however, fhaf if is unlikely fhaf any digifal infermediary operating 
in fhe UK would currenfly be found fo be an 'essenfial facilify' for eifher fhe 
disfribufion or consumption of news, given fhe many ofher opfions available 
fo bofh news suppliers and fheir cusfomers.

Second, we could ask whefher any of fhese infermediaries is in a 
dominanf posifion in ifs relevanf markef, and hence able fo fake advanfage of 
fhaf posifion fo disforf compefifion. An infermediary found fo be dominanf in 
ifs relevanf markef mighf have fhe incentive and abilify fo sef excessive access 
prices, resfricf supply, or adopf ofher unfair ferms of use. Where an 
infermediary also provides confenf services in ifs own righf in compefifion 
wifh fhird-parfy confenf services, if could have an incentive fo discriminafe 
unfairly in favour of ifs own services when providing access fo any 'gafeway' 
if confrols. This is a key issue as far as Google is concerned, as sef ouf in a 
recenf European Commission sfafemenf.'^^

Buf fhe issues are complex and varied. There are argumenfs abouf 
dominance. Google for insfance has always argued fhaf compefifion is only 
'one click' away. Apple would say fhaf fhere are ofher smarfphones (and app 
stores) available. All would say fhaf users can access news via a range of 
alfernafive roufes. Much depends on fhe markef definition being adopfed."^  ̂
As Cave and Williams"̂ "̂  note fhaf, while Google's vasf superiorify in markef 
share is nof in doubf, fhere is room for debafe abouf whether it is persistent or 
transitory.

There are currently several competition-led inquiries into Google's behaviour, which 
predominantly look at the extent to which Google might have used its search engine to 
discriminate unfairly in favour of ifs own services, such as maps, fravel lisfings, or price 
comparison services. The claim is nof fhaf some confenf has been blocked, buf fhaf if has been 
unfavourably freafed in fhe search rankings. A recenf sfafemenf from Vice Presidenf of fhe 
European Commission, Almunia (21 May 2012) sef ouf four concerns:

• possible preferential freafmenf in search of Google's own vertical search services;
• fhe way in which Google copies maferial from ofher sifes and uses if in ifs own 

offerings, e.g. user reviews;
• exclusivity agreements regarding search advertising;
• portability of online search adverfising campaigns.

A preliminary review of some of fhese compefifion issues is given by Angela Daly in 
'Recenf Issues for Compefifion Law on fhe Infernef' (paper presenfed in May 2011). E.g. in 
considering whefher Apple has markef power one musf firsf defermine whefher fhe relevanf 
markef is one for apps in general, apps specifically for Apple devices, digifal confenf, or all 
digifal and prinf media confenf. The more narrowly fhe markef is defined, fhe more likely if is 
fhaf Apple will be found fo be in a dominanf posifion.
** Martin Cave and Howard Williams, 'Google and European Compefifion Law', paper for 
Telecommunications Policy Research Conference, 2011.
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Access in Practice

In practice^ the current picture is quite complicated, and varies by types of 
digital intermediary.

Search engines

These play an important role in channelling news content to market, and 
Google is by far the largest. Few news providers argue that Google's search 
results are intentionally biased against them, but they do worry about lack 
of fransparency in fhe search algorithms. Some news providers maintain 
that they have to agree to Google's terms to be included in search rankings -
e.g. news providers that operate pay walls must allow a limited number of 
free searches to be included in Google search results. The alternative is a 
complete loss of search visibility.

Social media

Facebook and Twitter are also seen by news providers as key routes for 
getting access to new markets and demographics, but they as yet account for 
a relatively small share of news consumption. If and as they grow in 
importance -  like Google -  they may call for greater public interest scrutiny 
-  for example in the way Facebook determines presentation of ifs news feed.

stores

Stores like Apple's iTunes control the gateways to the smartphone and other 
devices which operate on their systems. Whereas in the open internet world 
anyone can develop software and applications using commonly available 
tools, in the closed smartphone/tablet world applications are subject to 
technical approval and have to be distributed via the relevant store. In 
Apple's case, not only is there an approval process, but Apple expects all 
paid-for apps to agree to standard terms, which require Apple to be granted 
a 30% share of revenues, and -  possibly of greater importance to news 
providers -  retain valuable customer data. Some refer to these as 'take it or 
leave it' terms. Users, once they have purchased their device, are locked in to 
the iTunes app stcVre for the short/niedium term. Apps suppliers -  in 
news apps -  have to deal with Apple to reach that valuable customer base.

There are ways of avoiding the Apple gateway. The F inancia l T im es, for 
example, baulked at the standard terms -  especially the lock on customer 
data -  and developed an alternative web-based product using HTML5, 
which can be accessed via a smartphone web browser. (See e.g. 'FT's Mobile 
Web App Shows Apples Are Not the Only Fruit', Themediabriefing.com, 8 June 
2011, and 'FT Fulls its App from the Apple Store', Reuters, 31 Aug. 2011.) This can 
be an expensive option to pursue, however (it involves substantial software 
development and subscriber management costs), and may not be 
appropriate for all news providers (e.g. those which rely more on 
advertising than subscriptions).
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In the case of news, it could be argued that, given news providers have to 
reach a wide number of customers to have a viable business, they cannot 
afford n o t to  establish relationships with any individual intermediary. This 
thus confers some degree of market power on each intermediary, even though 
they may not individually appear to have dominant market shares. Likewise, 
users may be 'locked in' to certain intermediaries: if they have bought an 
iPad, for example, they are locked into Apple for a period of time if they wish 
to purchase apps. If they have chosen Facebook, it may be hard to switch to 
an alternative social network, because of data portability costs and network 
effects. To the extent that search works best when it uses personal data to 
improve relevance, there may be costs, too, in switching from one search 
engine to another.

These are often grey areas and, in general, application of competition 
law in a fast-changing and complex market is not straightforward. Joaquin 
Almunia, Vice President of the EC responsible for competition policy, has 
noted that dominance on the internet is difficult to establish, market 
definitions are tricky, and contestability remains a real question.'^^

P u blic  in t er e st  In any event, an acceptable competition outcome does not 
guarantee an acceptable plurality outcome. Competition law helps protect the 
economic interests of individuals as co n sum ers and acts to secure a reasonable 
level of choice and value in any commercial market. Society as whole, 
however, may take the view that the outcome of a competitive market does 
not best serve the interests of in d iv id u a ls  as c itizen s. For example, markets 
might provide high-quality news to only the most commercially attractive 
segments of a population, while society would prefer all to benefit. Markets 
might focus only on the most popular types of news, society would like a 
much deeper and more diverse range of news and views to be widely 
available. Whereas competition authorities might be prepared to live with a 
market in which there are a small number of intermediaries providing a 
selective range of the top news sources to their users, the puhlic-interest goal 
of universality might suggest that all intermediaries of a reasonable size, 
whether or not dominant, should be obliged to provide access to a very wide 
range of news sources.

The principle here could be that, if a network is sufficiently important 
for some groups of people in ensuring access to certain types of public- 
interest content, then access should be mandatory, whether or not the entity 
involved has been found to have market power. Likewise, appropriate 
prominence should be secured for that content. This approach has already 
heen adopted in Europe in the context of mandating access to distribution 
networks for public service broadcasters.

Moreover, intermediaries may at some stage see a tension between 
their own business interests and certain types of news coverage. A public- 
interest or human-rights perspective, such as that referred to above, implies 
that securing reasonably open access to influential intermediaries for such 
news would be justified even in the event that there are no or uncertain 
competition concerns.

Joaquin Almunia, 'Competition in Digital Media and the Internet', UCL Jevons Lecture, July 
2010.
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Distribution Bottleneck: Verdict

While not essential facilities, digital intermediaries are increasingly 
important as channels of access to news, especially for cerfain 
demographic groups. News suppliers see them as vital routes to market if 
they are to maximise potential revenues from fheir digifal services. Users 
increasingly rely on fhem as fheir main news source. Af presenf, 
infermediaries have an inferesf in delivering whaf fheir users demand -  a 
wide range of 'relevant' content, and competition rules offer a degree of 
protecfion from any monopoly behaviour. But the consumer interest (or 
indeed their own business interests) might not always equate to the public 
interest. To guarantee that all citizens continue to have access to a wide 
and diverse range of news in fufure (the principle of u n ive rsa lity ) , if will be 
importanf fo ensure fhaf, as fhey become increasingly imporfanf news 
conduits, intermediaries do not use their position to limit the sources of 
news fhaf are available or easily found.

3 .4 . Editorial Influence
Seffing aside boffleneck issues, how much do fhese infermediaries, fhrough 
fheir own operational judgemenfs, direcfly influence fhe nafure and scope of 
fhe news we have access fo in fhe UK? Digifal infermediaries in fhe main do 
nof exercise ediforial confrol in a way which would be undersfood by 
fradifional media companies -  who commission and fhen accepf 
responsibilify for fhe confenf fhey deliver fo fheir cusfomers. Indeed, fo dafe 
mosf have mainfained fhaf fhey acf as neufral plafforms. Search engines help 
users find confenf, buf fhey don'f produce if fhemselves. Social nefworks acf 
as neufral plafforms for confenf produced and shared by fheir members. 
Digifal stores sell confenf provided by ofher media companies. Under UK and 
European law, companies which operafe in fhe online space as infermediaries 
do nof have a general obligation fo monifor fhe information fhey fransmif or 
sfore, and fhe European Directive on E-Commerce precludes fhe imposifion of 
such obligations. There is, however, provision for a system of 'nofice and fake 
down' whereby online infermediaries are obliged fo fake action when fhey 
have acfual knowledge fhaf illegal confenf can be reached via fheir services.

Even so, infermediaries are involved in some fypes of judgemenf which 
demonsfrafe similarities wifh some of fhe judgemenfs made every day by 
mainsfream ediforial bodies. To varying degrees fhey do fhe following.

• They selecf and sorf confenf, in order fo help create a good experience 
for fheir users.

• They apply (their own) guidelines and codes on the acceptability or 
otherwise of fhe confenf fhey make available, and observe local laws 
relating fo illegal confenf.

Google and Facebook, although incorporated outside the UK, have a stated policy of 
operating in a manner consistent with UK law.
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Se a r c h  Google and other search engines are not in the business of producing 
their own news content. Nevertheless, elements of ediforial judgemenf are 
presenf in generafing search resulfs:

• in fhe design of fheir search algorifhms, which aim fo ensure fhaf 
search resulfs are as relevanf fo users as possible;

• in fheir presenfafion of sponsored search resulfs;
• in fhe way fhey profile fheir own services, e.g. incorporation by Google 

of YouTube and Google+ in search resulfs.
According fo Google, ifs search algorifhms rely on more fhan 200 signals, 
including page ranking, which works by counfing fhe number and qualify of 
links fo a page. Ofher signals include fopicalify (e.g. how offen search ferms 
appear on a webpage) and personal information abouf fhe user, such as 
location (fo improve relevance). Google News, which applies slighfly differenf 
search fools, affempfs fo find news sfories which are up fo dafe, aufhorifafive, 
and relevanf.

Recenfly, Google released a paper by US academic Eugene Volokh,'^  ̂
which argues persuasively fhaf search is nof a neufral acfivify, and fhaf each 
search engine's judgemenf is much like many ofher familiar ediforial 
judgemenfs. Search, he argues, uses sophisficafed compufer algorifhms which 
inherenfly incorporafe fhe search engine company's engineers' judgemenfs 
abouf whaf maferial users are mosf likely fo find responsive fo their queries.
In this respect, search judgements mirror judgements made by newspapers 
about which daily agency stories to run, which columnists are worth carrying 
regularly, and guidebooks' judgements about which local attractions and 
restaurants to mention.

Critics of Google complain about the opaque way in which these 
'editorial' judgements are made. Most complaints are prompted by 
competition concerns.'^* But some critics raise more general public-interest 
issues. For them, the internet is a public good requiring special protection. 
While Google sees manipulation of search engine results as essential to 
deliver user value, its critics see it as a threat to the openness and diversity of 
the internet, and call for more public scrutinySom e have suggested that 
regulation should go further, and require so-called 'search neutrality'. But 
search neutrality is probably an illusory goal. An effective rebuttal of the 
concept is provided by James Grimmelmann,^° who argues that, although 
'search engines should not be given a free pass' from competition or other 
public scrutiny, search neutrality would in fact prevent search engines from 
helping users find the websites they really want.

Eugene Volokh, 'First Amendment Protection for Search Engine Results', commissioned by 
Google, 20 Apr. 2012.

E.g. see Media Institute, Google and the Media: How Google is Leveraging its Position in Search 
to Dominate the Media Economy, White Paper, submitted to FTC, Washington, DC, 30 Aug. 
2011.

See e.g. the summary provided in Patrick Vogl and Michael Barrett, 'Regulating the 
Information Gatekeepers', Communications of the ACM  (Nov. 2010), 67-72.

James Grimmelmann, 'Some Scepticism about Search Neutrality', in B. Szoka and A. 
Marcus (eds),The Next Digital Decade (Techfreedom.org, 2010), 435-59.
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Search: Editorial Judgement or Neutral Platform?

The Volokh case

• Search engines select and sort results in a way which is aimed at giving 
users what the search engine companies see as helpful and useful 
information.

• They design algorithms to accomplish this -  a process which involves 
significant human judgement.

• Conscious choices are made to include links to search engines' own 
services (e.g. maps).

• This is similar to editorial choices made by any media enterprise.
• As such (in the US) search is protected by the First Amendment which 

protects all forms of speech from government regulation.

The Grimmelmann argument

• Search neutrality, even if it were desirable, as currently proposed is 
unworkable and would harm users.

• Search does differentiate between sites. That is why we use search 
engines -  to find relevant content.

• Search always involves guesswork about users' real needs -  search is 
inherently subjective in attempting to interpret these needs.

• Search is naturally biased -  ideally in favour of finding stuff that users 
will value, and rejecting stuff which is of little relevance/adds no value.

• Search is often self-interested. Google for example does display 
prominent links to its own services. But these links are often of value to 
its users -  who do after all have a choice.

• Mechanisms proposed to create more search neutrality are potentially 
flawed (e.g. more transparency of algorithms, non-discrimination).

Apart from designing search algorithms, Google and other search engines 
generally resist taking direct responsibility for the content they find for 
users.^  ̂While prepared to block search results for content already shown to 
be illegal, Google in the UK is resisting pressure to block search results to sites 
which appear to promote piracy, and is also unenthusiastic about measures to 
block access to (legal) pornographic material. Google can and does block 
access on a country-by-country basis to blogs which are illegal in those 
countries, without blocking global access.^  ̂This builds on earlier policies -  for 
example, to remove Nazi-related content from Google.de.

Ironically, while some are worried that Google is exercising too much 
judgement in the design of its search results, others are arguing that it should 
take more responsibility for intervening in search results to prevent access to 
'undesirable' types of content.

E.g. in its submission to the Leveson Inquiry, Google states that it is not responsible for the 
content of fhird-parfy websifes, buf does remove ifems from search when fhey confravene fhe 
law of fhe land.
“  See e.g. 'Google Changes Enable "Per Counfry" Blog Takedowns', bbc.co.uk, 2 Feb. 2012. 
Google currenfly publishes defails of removal requesfs from governmenf enfifies in fhe UK.
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So c ia l  m e d ia  Social media companies, too, argue that they have little control 
over the news and other content which are found on their networks. To a 
large extent this is true. They do not produce the content that is shared via 
their services. They do not actively control the posts and tweets placed by 
users, and they do not prevent professional news organisations from using 
fheir nefworks fo disseminafe news. Users/members defermine broadly whaf 
fhey wish fo read / share wifh each ofher.

Example of news on social media. Guardian app on Facebook

Facebook, however, does have confrol over fhe way in which ifs news feed is 
presenfed, and in fhe priorify given fo news ifems, some of which may refer fo 
news articles fhaf friends have recenfly read. Since fhe launch of social reader 
apps, Facebook has made several changes fo help improve users' experience, 
and fhese changes seem fo have been parfly responsible for some quife wide 
flucfuafions in Facebook fraftic fo news providers like fhe Guardian.^^ 
According fo TechCrunch, Facebook 'confrols fhe news feed like an edifor-in- 
chief confrols a newspaper's fronf page'. If decides whaf fypes of confenf ifs 
users see. Recenfly, if carried news feed sfories abouf friends regisfering fo be 
organ donors, as parf of a campaign fo help save lives. Reporfedly, Facebook 
sef fhe weighf of the news feed stories created by this feature to 'high' to help 
increase interest and registrations.

Social media platforms like Facebook also offer the safety of a more 
controlled 'walled garden', in contrast to the open internet accessed via 
Google. In doing so, they make more decisions about what types of content to 
accept or take down. '̂  ̂Facebook's policy, for example, covers posts, messages, 
and links which are libellous, defamatory, or an invasion of privacy.^  ̂
Complaints from users are reviewed internally and, if content or links appear

'Decline of Reader Apps Likely Due to News Feed Changes', TechCrunch.com, 7 May 2012. 
See e.g. Jonathan Zittrain, 'The Personal Computer is Dead', Technology Review (Nov. 2011). 
As explained by Richard Allan of Facebook in his witness statement to the Leveson Inquiry, 

17 Jan. 2012.
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to be illegal under UK law, they will normally be removed. Facebook will not 
allow images containing nudity, for example. Like Google, its policy is to 
comply with all applicable local laws in jurisdictions in which it operates.

Twitter likewise has a process for dealing wifh complainfs, and a 
published policy on ifs website. Complaints are dealt with by Twitter in the 
US. For example, an abusive user who has posted private, personally 
identifiable information on Twitter or who has made a credible violent threat, 
can be reported using a special website form. Twitter can also selectively 
block tweets on a country-by-country basis.

D ig it a l  a p p  stores  The digital app stores, and the walled gardens with which 
they are associated, tend to be more like conventional newspaper and book 
retailers than full-service media companies. Like retailers, they are active in 
finding good ways of displaying and selling their content (in the form of 
apps). Publishers have been known to pay high street book stores for a 
prominent display position in the shop. Apple and other digital stores do not 
charge for this (yet), but how an app is displayed in the store can have an 
influence on its success, especially given the vast number (reportedly Im 
plus) apps which are now available.

In the main Apple and others rely on customer-driven 'most popular' 
or 'highest grossing' lists, but they do also promote 'apps of the week', 
'editors' choice', and 'new and noteworthy' -  apps which they think are of 
particular interest to their users. Observers of this process are not really clear 
how Apple makes these decisions, which could be seen as a (fairly limited) 
form of editorial judgement.

Example of news on tablet, the Newstand on iPad
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Apple also has an approval process for apps. Its main focus is on technical 
quality, but it has been known to reject some apps on editorial grounds. In a 
filing to the FCC/'^ Apple describe their approval process which 'reviews 
every application submitted to Apple for the App Store in order to protect 
consumer privacy, safeguard children from inappropriate content, and avoid 
applications that degrade the core experience of the iPhone'. Some types of 
content such as pornography are rejected outright. Others such as graphic 
combat scenes in action games may be approved but with an appropriate age 
rating. Most rejections, they said, were based on bugs found in applications. 
Apple's AppStore Review Guidelines include sections on personal attacks, 
violence, objectionable or crude content, privacy, pornography, religion, 
culture, and ethnicity.

Notwithstanding these guidelines, they sometimes get things wrong -  
as with a fuss in the US last year when Apple first approved and then 
removed a controversial app created by a religious organisation that seeks to 
help individuals become heterosexual.®^

Editorial Influence: Verdict

Although they do not make editorial judgements in the way that 
mainstream news media do, digital intermediaries can and do influence 
the nature of content which is made available to users, albeit currently in 
a limited way. Google applies judgements to make its search results 
relevant, Facebook does the same with its news feed, Apple gives 
prominence to content it thinks is of interest to customers. All have 
policies and guidelines on content acceptability and how to deal with 
illegal content. Although this is not in the same league as the level of 
editorial engagement found in established news media, it confirms that 
digital intermediaries cannot be treated as neutral 'pipes'. The decisions 
they make affect us all, and can affect the range and diversity of news 
available. There is thus a public interest in understanding how these 
decisions are made and ensuring that they are properly accountable to 
the public.

3 .5 . News Economics
News is a relatively small part of the activities of most digital intermediaries, 
and probably not an important revenue generator. With app stores, for 
example, news is simply offered the standard terms of trade available to all 
other apps suppliers, in their hundreds of thousands. Intentionally or 
otherwise, however, digital intermediaries could have a major impact on the 
future viability of high-quality news provision.

The positive side of the story involves new markets, new customers, 
and new revenue sources. News aggregators are gradually reinvesting in 
original news content. Google search directs a substantial amount of traffic to 
other news providers, which can then earn their own advertising revenue 
based on that traffic volume. Social media enable traditional news 
organisations to reach new demographics -  and reportedly convert casual

Response by Apple to the US Wireless Telecommunications Bureau's Inquiry, 31 July 2009. 
See e.g. 'Apple Under Fire', Huffington Post, 19 Mar. 2011.
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readership into more loyal subscribers. Apple has created a new market for 
news providers, with an efficient charging mechanism where none existed 
before.

Neverfheless fhere are some concerns. A high search ranking for a 
news provider can be vifal for mainfaining fraffic volume fo ifs websife. As a 
result many news organisafions invesf significanfly in undersfanding how 
search algorifhms work and have search engine opfimisafion sfrafegies fo 
help ensure fhey refain visibilify in fhe rankings of all key search engines. Buf 
fhey worry fhaf changes in Google's algorifhms could have a dramatic impacf 
on their traffic from day to day. Some news providers express concern that, at 
some stage, Apple or its rivals might start to request payment for prominence, 
rather like the high street bookstores of old.

For some, the worry is about free-riding on top of their content. They 
argue, for example, that Google adversely affects their businesses by 
providing convenient access to news headlines without paying for that 
content, and by incorporating advertising around those headlines (not the 
case for Google News).^* For others, the concern is disaggregation of their 
content -  although Google and Facebook generate traffic to news sites, they 
allow users to pick and choose between stories and avoid paying for the full 
curated package of news and analysis.

News providers who have opted for pay walls have argued that they 
automatically lose visibility in Google search results unless they agree to at 
least some of their content being made available free of charge via Google 
search. This could be a concern if pay walls become vital for the continuing 
economic viability of news provision, although some providers -  like the 
F inancia l T im es -  comply with the Google requirement while still preserving 
their pay model largely intact.

More importantly, news providers are worried about lack of access to 
basic information about their own customers from intermediaries like Apple, 
Google, and Facebook. If news providers are to maintain investment in news, 
they argue, they will need to be able to access appropriate customer data at a 
reasonable level of detail in order to provide advertisers with a more targeted 
demographic, but also to help build and maintain paid-for subscriptions. The 
recent Reuters Institute survey^  ̂found that people who use tablets are more 
willing to pay for news than those using other online news channels, 
underlining the potential importance of news apps to future news business 
models.

®*Many have pointed to the wider impact of Google on the advertising income of traditional 
newspapers. It is true that search-based advertising has proved to be much more effective 
than old-style newspaper classified ads, and that newspapers have to find a new business 
model. But it would be wrong to conclude from this that somehow Google and other search 
engines 'owe' newspapers some compensation. The truth of fhe matter is that search is a 
business which provides huge value in its own right to its users as well as to its operators. 
Much of search advertising comes from putting users in touch with suppliers of products and 
services they want to buy, not from providing 'free' access fo ofher people's news content. 
Where news stories do appear in search findings, mosf users click through to the original 
news provider.

Newman, Reuters Institute Digital News Report.
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News Economics: Verdict

Intentionally or otherwise, digital intermediaries could have a significant 
impact on the future economics of news. Most of the concerns reported 
here are matters for commercial negotiation between news providers and 
intermediaries. Where they raise specific competition concerns they are 
on the whole best dealt with by reference to the competition authorities. 
However, it is the case that the terms on which intermediaries do 
business with news providers now are particularly important as news 
media try to create a 'breathing space' while they transit from old media 
fo fheir new digital products. It would therefore help protect news 
plurality if digifal infermediaries were to recognise the role that news 
plays in society and voluntarily take a more proactive role in creating an 
environment more conducive to the long-term sustainability of news -  
perhaps through more flexible terms of engagement.

3 .6 . Intermediaries and Political Influence
The final area of concern for plurality is the extent to which the new digital 
intermediaries will have the inclination or means to translate their growing 
power into the sort of political influence which powerful newspapers display 
today. It is certainly true that, as large enterprises which help create economic 
wealth in the U K ,they  will increasingly expect to have a 'seat at the table' 
when governments are considering polices and regulation which might 
directly impact on their businesses. In this respect, they are like any other 
large corporate enterprise, which will attempt to build relationships with and 
lobby government to protect its own corporate interests. The global scale of 
their activities, their importance to economic growth, and their ability to move 
people and capital around the world may further increase their leverage.'’̂  At 
the same time, their very global nature may reduce their interest in 
understanding 'local' sensibilities and addressing 'local' concerns.

It is not clear, however, that any of these organisations -  at least for 
now -  are motivated to influence the wider political agenda in the way in 
which some newspaper proprietors enjoy doing, or have the means to do so. 
Being largely US-based, it could be argued that they will have less interest in 
UK politics than news organisations based here.'̂  ̂They do not yet appear to 
have a political agenda extending beyond their immediate corporate interests. 
This may not always be the case, of course.

A more difficult question is whether the nature of their activities -  in 
particular their role in the dissemination of news and information -  gives 
them any greater leverage than, say would be available to a major defence or 
pharmaceutical company. They create little of their own content, and 
arguably are primarily driven by the actions and demands of their users in 
deciding on news selection and presentation. Could Google rig its search 
results to deliver high rankings for unfavourable content about politicians of 
governments it did not like? Would Facebook be able to manipulate its social

“  See e.g. Carl Kalapesi, Sarah Willensdorf, and Paul Zwillenberg, Connected Kingdom, 
published by BCG for Google, Oct. 2010: www.connectedkingdom.co.uk.

E.g. 2011 global revenues earned by Apple (£69bn), Google (£24bn), and News Corp (£21bn) 
far exceed those of UK-based media organisations like the BBC (£5bn) and DMGT (£2bn).
“  Although this could also mean that they are less inclined to understand or support UK 
policy and regulatory concerns.
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reader to share only stories which criticised certain political parties? Today, it 
seems unlikely that such crude measures could be taken without alienating 
large numbers of their users.

However, subtler approaches may be open to them. For example, both 
Facebook and Twitter represent potentially new ways for media power and 
influence fo be exercised and have shown how large numbers can be 
galvanised fo supporf specific political issues or campaigns. Af present such 
movemenfs are largely driven by fhe public, who fhrough social media are 
empowered fo promofe fheir own causes. Buf if is nof foo far-fefched fo 
envisage a time when fhis 'people power' could be mofivafed in supporf of 
causes of inferesf fo fhe owners of fhose social media organisations. 
Facebook's organ donor campaign is a small indication of how fhis mighf fake 
hold.

Concern here would be heighfened if af some fufure sfage any of fhese 
companies were fo become more active in confenf originafion, especially 
news. If is nof obviously now in fheir commercial inferesfs fo do fhis, buf 
should if happen fhen fhere would need fo be closer scrutiny of how fhey 
freafed fheir own confenf compared fo fhaf provided by fhird parties, and fhe 
exfenf fo which fheir polifical leverage was increased due fo fheir 
involvemenf in original news confenf.

Political Influence: Verdict

Digital intermediaries are powerful global companies which will engage in 
serious political activity to protect their own interests, like any other large 
corporate enterprise. Their global scale may make them less willing to 
acknowledge local sensibilities and interests. They do not (yet) seem 
interested in a wider political agenda, but this could of course change 
under different ownership in future. While they have some tools which 
give them more political leverage than, say a defence contractor or 
pharmaceutical company -  e.g. search engines may be able to influence 
information flows, social media maybe able to galvanise wide single-issue 
support -  they do not yet match the power or impact of today's front-page 
headlines or editorials. They would gain more such leverage if they also 
owned media assets involved in content origination, including news.

3 .7. Overall Impact on Plurality
In conclusion, the new digital intermediaries do have a significant and 
potentially positive role to play in news plurality.

• News aggregators have introduced alternative news sources and 
facilitated multi-sourcing of news.

• Search engines help us find news sfories from a wider range of sources, 
and provide click-fhrough fo news sifes (which can fhen monetise fhe 
fraftic).

• Social media help us find news sfories we wouldn'f ofherwise come 
across. Twiffer and Facebook have made a major confribufion fo 
getting news ouf from counfries wifh aufhorifarian regimes. Social 
media also play a big role in enabling mulfi-sourcing of news, wifh 
friends sharing news sfories more widely fhan would ofherwise have 
been possible.
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• Digital stores increase the range of titles which are easily accessible to 
customers. Smartphone and tablet apps help sustain news brands, 
improve access to existing products, and provide a platform for 
improved producf feafures, as well as making charges for news more 
accepfable fo users. These more compelling news producfs may help 
susfain and build fufure demand for high-qualify news.

They do give rise fo some public-inferesf issues, fhough.
• They occupy an increasingly influenfial gafekeeper posifion for news, 

which could allow fhem, if fhey chose fo do so, fo defermine which 
sources of news we have easy access fo.

• Alfhough unlikely fo be classed as essential facilities, a combination of 
supplier and user Tock-in' underpins fheir influence, and could enable 
fhem fo favour some news sources over ofhers. Competition law could 
offer only partial profecfion of fhe public inferesf in such 
circumsfances.

• Alfhough few infermediaries are acfive in producing fheir own news 
confenf, fhey do make ediforial-like judgemenfs which, af fhe margin, 
mighf affecf fhe nafure of news confenf which we can access in fhe UK.

• Whefher infenfionally or nof, fhey could have a big impacf on fhe 
economics of news provision, and fhe way in which fhey do business 
wifh news providers has implications for fhe longer ferm viabilify of 
high-qualify news in fhe UK.

• Their capacify and appefife for engaging in fhe wider political debafe is 
an imporfanf issue for fhe fufure.

Perhaps mosf of all, fhere are questions abouf fheir level of engagemenf wifh 
local sensibilities and concerns, and fheir accounfabilify fo fhe public and 
polificians in fhe UK. A new pluralify framework needs fo consider how if 
would address fhose challenges for fhe nexf decade and beyond. The final 
chapfer furns fo whaf fhaf mighf mean in practice.
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4 Policy and Regulatory Implications

4.1. Introduction
A  new framework for fhe regulation of pluralify will need fo lasf for af leasf 
fhe nexf decade. Those fen years could bring fhe end of fradifional prinf 
newspapers and real convergence of confenf on digifal nefworks and devices. 
We still cannof be cerfain of fhe precise exfenf and timescale of fhese changes, 
buf any lasting framework musf include measures which are sufficienfly 
adapfable fo remain effective as fhe markef changes. Thaf means, among 
ofher fhings, fhaf if musf recognise and respond fo fhe pofenfial role of fhe 
new digifal infermediaries discussed in fhis reporf.

Equally, however, we should nof jump foo quickly fo fhe assumpfion 
fhaf more regulation is fhe answer fo any identified concern, nor fhaf if can 
always be effective. Firsf, some of fhe complainfs made by esfablished news 
media abouf fhe ferms on which fhey do business wifh, say Apple or Google, 
are a matter for commercial negotiation befween fhe parties concerned (jusf 
as, in days gone by, newspaper publishers had fo agree disfribufion deals 
wifh wholesale/refail companies such as W. H. Smifh). Second, even if digifal 
infermediaries are large and powerful global companies, some checks and 
balances are already in place:

• fheir own commercial inferesfs may in many areas be aligned wifh fhe 
general public inferesf -  for example, fo provide open and wide access 
fo confenf;

• markefs are still changing quickly -  players which are dominanf now 
may be overfaken by new enfranfs wifhin a shorf space of time.

Third, regulafory remedies may be difficulf fo devise and hard fo apply 
wifhouf creating more harm, especially if fhey chill innovation or prevenf fhe 
emergence of successful business models. A key challenge here is fhaf digifal 
infermediaries are hard fo classify in ferms of any exisfing regulafory 
framework. They are nof neufral pipes, and hence do nof lend fhemselves fo 
fradifional fypes of access regulation fhaf would be applied fo, say, BT. Nor 
are fhey editorial bodies of the type which existing plurality rules are drawn 
up to deal with, even though, as this analysis has shown, they do exhibit some 
of the characteristics of existing platforms and publishers which have called 
for a policy/regulatory response in the past.

Nevertheless, the analysis presented demonstrates that digital 
intermediaries are potentially powerful players and, by virtue of the key roles 
they play in the organisation and dissemination of information, are legitimate 
priorities for public policy attention.

What then should be done? The balance of this discussion suggests that 
we will need a new toolkit specifically designed to address the very particular 
challenges raised by intermediaries. Part of this will involve effective use of 
existing competition laws to ensure that powerful intermediaries do not 
exploit their market positions. Part must involve dialogue between policy
makers and intermediaries to see how far some of the concerns raised can be 
addressed by responsible voluntary action. Part will be about bringing 
intermediaries within the new plurality framework proposed by Ofcom. And 
part will be about developing backstop approaches to regulation which could 
be used should the commercial aims of intermediaries at some future stage 
diverge significantly from the UK public interest. In particular, there is a great 
opportunity to enter into a serious dialogue with the key intermediaries
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discussed in this report to ensure that they become more engaged in UK 
policy and plurality concerns, and can be encouraged to play their part in 
ensuring we have an open and plural internet, which pays due regard to the 
public interest.

4 .2 . Competition Laws
As described earlier in this report, news suppliers now have to deal with 
powerful digital intermediaries to distribute their content to users. For some, 
the internet means that access is free, opening up fhe markef fo many new 
citizen journalisfs and bloggers. Buf for professional news suppliers seeking 
fo supporf a high-cosf newsgafhering operation, fhe ferms (including fhe 
abilify fo charge for confenf) on which fhey can reach end-users will have a 
big impacf on fheir fufure viabilify -  and in furn on fhe availabilify of high- 
qualify news. These relationships in fhe firsf insfance are purely business 
negotiations, buf could also have implications for longer ferm pluralify if 
powerful infermediaries use fheir markef power fo resfricf or disforf 
competition, or make if difficulf for news suppliers fo experimenf wifh new 
business models.

Using exisfing compefifion powers fo secure effective competition in 
fhe supply of mediating services (whefher app sfore, search, or social) should 
fherefore be a key priorify. As nofed earlier, fhese are complex and fasf- 
moving markefs, however, and compefifion processes can sometimes be 
lengfhy. If will be imporfanf fherefore fo seek ways of ensuring fhaf fhe 
relevanf aufhorifies have a good and up-fo-dafe undersfanding of fhese 
markefs, and fhaf developmenfs are kepf under review fo ensure quick and 
effecfive action in fhe evenf of any emerging concerns. Regular moniforing of 
markef developmenfs by a designafed aufhorify -  perhaps fhe 
communications regulator -  could be parf of fhis process.

In fhis confexf, if is inferesfing fo note fhe recenf recommendations of fhe 
EU Media Fufures Forum, esfablished by EC Vice Presidenf Neelie Kroes. As 
parf of an eighf-poinf plan, fhey argue fhaf Europe musf avoid new barriers fo 
enfry in order fo profecf compefifion and innovation. Their recommendations 
include close moniforing of developmenfs in fhe online and offline 
environmenf ('many examples of possible new barriers exisf') and for 
competent authorities to take effective action when such developments 
threaten competition and / or innovation.'’̂

4 .3 . A Plurality Dialogue
Competition laws can only do so much however. They might be able to 
promote a degree of compefifion befween firms, buf fhey cannof insisf on a 
wide variefy of differenf suppliers and perspectives. They can ensure fhaf 
consumers pay a fair price and gef a reasonable choice of goods and services, 
buf fhey cannof guaranfee fhaf fhe range and diversify of news fhoughf 
desirable for a democracy will be available, or fhaf everyone will have access 
fo fhaf news whatever digifal nefwork or plafform fhey choose fo use.

In parallel, fherefore, policy-makers should enter info a confinuing 
dialogue wifh fhe key digifal infermediaries which goes beyond compefifion 
and consumer inferesfs. The aim should be fo esfablish common ground in 
working fowards an infernef which fakes info accounf UK social and culfural 
(or 'citizenship') aims as well as consumer and commercial inferesfs. This

Executive Summary of the EU Media Futures Forum Report (Brussels, June 2012).
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would build on work already done by the main intermediaries, and ensure 
that it properly addresses UK sensibilities.

To start the dialogue, it would be of value to establish some common 
principles which would describe what, from fhe UK's perspecfive, a 'civilised' 
infernef mighf look like. For example, if mighf include:

• freedom of speech and expression;
• open access fo a range and diversify of information and opinions;
• profecfion for individual righfs such as privacy, fair freafmenf, righf of 

reply;
• concern for fhe vulnerable, especially children;
• observation of relevanf UK laws.

Many infermediaries already subscribe fo fhese aims. Equally imporfanf 
fhough is fhe quesfion of fransparency and accounfabilify. There is a public 
inferesf in undersfanding how fhese aims are franslafed info practice, and 
whaf action can be faken if infermediaries acf in a manner confrary fo fhese 
principles.

This means fhe need for more defailed guidelines and policies, which 
are consisfenf wifh overall UK public expecfafions, guaranfee fransparency of 
approach, and provide a clear course of redress should fhings appear fo go 
wrong. The fwo key and relafed areas of concern identified in fhis reporf are 
fhe policies and processes which relafe fo providing news access, and how 
infermediaries make decisions abouf fhe confenf fhey are prepared fo 
carry/provide links fo.

A ccess  t o  a  r a n g e  a n d  d iversity  o f  n e w s  A s parf of fhe proposed dialogue, 
infermediaries could be challenged fo demonsfrafe how fhey infend fo ensure 
fhaf fhey will continue fo secure fair and open access fo a wide and diverse 
range of news sources.

Transparency of approach should be a key principle here. Public frusf 
depends on a confidence fhaf access decisions are being faken in a fair and 
fransparenf manner. Already, Google and ofhers provide some public 
informafion on how fheir access decisions are made (for example, broad 
guidelines abouf how search works). If is less clear, fhough, fhaf fhere is a 
good level of public undersfanding of such issues across all infermediaries, or 
fhaf fhere are easily available measures fhaf could be faken if news consumers 
or suppliers feel a lack of confidence in how fhose decisions are being made. 
Infermediaries could fherefore be encouraged fo make clear whaf fheir 
policies are on access fo and selection of news confenf. In doing so, fhey 
would draw consumer affenfion fo fheir policies and decisions, and 
consumers would be able fo make choices befween infermediaries based on a 
better undersfanding of how fhey make fhose decisions. Options fo be 
explored mighf include fhe following.

• Publication of fhe criferia used in making access decisions, in a user- 
friendly formal. Search companies, for example, would be encouraged 
fo publish in a clear and simple formal fhe principles fhey use in 
designing search algorifhms, fhe oufcomes fhaf should be expecfed by 
fheir users, and any approaches fhey fake fo displaying fheir own 
services alongside search resulfs on fhe search pages.'̂ '̂  Digifal stores

It is not intended that this would require publication of detailed search algorithms, which 
would reveal commercially valuable information to rivals and encourage more gaming of fhe 
sysfem by SEO experts, including those affiliated with news providers.
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would likewise be encouraged to publish details of their approval 
processes and how they decide to give prominence to certain apps. The 
aim would be to engage user/supplier pressure in ensuring fair 
behaviour.

• Provision of a clear roufe for confenf suppliers or users fo fake if fhey 
wish fo complain abouf any decisions fo block confenf or significanf 
and unexplained changes in search rankings or ofher forms of 
prominence.

In many ways fhis approach would be similar fo Ofcom's approach on nef 
neufralify.'^  ̂Here fhe concern was fhaf ISPs mighf block or degrade access fo 
cerfain fypes of infernef confenf in favour of confenf from suppliers prepared 
fo pay for preferential carriage. To deal wifh fhis, Ofcom has preferred so far 
fo rely on fhe checks provided by competition befween ISPs alongside 
fransparency fo consumers abouf fhe ferms of any such arrangemenfs. For 
example, ISPs musf

• explain fhaf fraftic managemenf fakes place and why;
• provide clear and easy fo undersfand information on fraffic 

managemenf so fhaf cusfomers can better compare broadband 
packages;

• publish a common key facfs indicafor fable summarising fheir fraffic 
managemenf policies.

C o n t e n t  po lic ies  A s nofed, all infermediaries fo a greafer or lesser exfenf 
operafe confenf policies or guidelines. As parf of fhe proposed dialogue, 
infermediaries could be challenged fo fake parf in a wide and open public 
debafe on fhe principles which should underpin fhose policies. If would fhen 
be for digifal infermediaries fo franslafe fhose principles info defailed 
guidelines and rules. Given fheir differences, if may nof be realistic fo expecf a 
single Tnfermediaries' code, buf fhaf option should af leasf be explored, along 
wifh ofher possibilifies, such as a code for all search engines, one for all social 
nefworks, and so on. If would be for each company fhen fo explain how if had 
franslafed fhe principles info action in a way relevanf fo ifs own sifuafion and 
cusfomers. This does nof mean fhaf infermediaries would be forced fo fake 
responsibilify for all fhe confenf fhey provide access fo, buf fhaf appropriafe 
codes and processes would be puf in place for fhe fypes of editorial decision 
fhey do fake -  whefher in response fo complainfs abouf illegal confenf, or in 
applying any wider sfandards.

’ Ofcom, Approach to Net Neutrality (2011).
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Possible scope of a code

Substance

• Clear take-down policies for illegal content;
• clear pre-publication approvals processes, where relevant;
• explanation of what content is / is not considered to be 

inappropriate, especially to protect vulnerable groups such as 
children;

• labelling of different types of content to indicate the degree of pre
publication vetting.

Accountability

• Publication of clear guidelines and codes;
• explanation of how decisions are made;
• clear and effective appeals processes to be used by users or 

suppliers if they are unhappy with any action taken;
• how compliance would be ensured including provision for 

independent governance, review and sanctions, if anv.

A c c o u n t a b il it y  This leaves the question of who, if at all, should provide 
independent oversight of these guidelines. While much of this could be left to 
intermediaries themselves, experience of media self-regulation elsewhere 
suggests that there are advantages in having some form of statutory 
underpinning, to secure public trust and clear and independent 
accountability. There may therefore be a role for an independent body, such 
as Ofcom, to establish the basic principles and ground rules, to keep processes 
under review, and to take action in the event that they prove unsatisfactory.

One modeP'  ̂emerging from the recent debate would require each 
broad type of player in the converged media economy to develop their own 
codes of practice, relevant to their particular circumstances, but within an 
overall set of broad principles, perhaps defined by the media regulator. Ed 
Richards of Ofcom has, for example, suggested'^  ̂that it might be possible to 
establish a core set of principles and aims which are held in common across a 
diverse media terrain, and to agree minimum standards in some key areas 
which we would like to see in the UK, regardless of the nature of the service 
or its specific regulatory setting. Presumably the regulator might help 
establish the topics which codes should cover, and some broad principles 
which might apply. The advantage of this approach would be to provide 
some greater consistency and structure at a broad-brush level -  helpful to give 
reassurance to the public and news suppliers -  while still allowing flexibility 
in detailed implementation. This approach could include access issues as well 
as content standards.

For UK policy-makers, a dialogue of this sort will help avoid the need 
for potentially intrusive regulation. For intermediaries it would help sustain 
public confidence in their activities, and perhaps help them develop models of 
good behaviour which could be adopted elsewhere.

See e.g. Tim Suter's witness statement to the Leveson Inquiry, June 2012.
Speech to the Oxford Media Convention, by Ed Richards, Ofcom CEO, 25 Jan. 2012.
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4 .4 . Plurality Framework
Much of the above can be done without explicit regulation. There is a real 
opportunity for intermediaries to take the lead in demonstrating that they 
understand UK public-interest concerns, and showing how they can deal with 
them.

Alongside such initiatives, however, the analysis presented in this 
report suggests that any future plurality framework should also explicitly 
take into account the activities of digital intermediaries. Ofcom, in its recent 
approach, proposed a new regime based on periodic reviews of plurality and 
the inclusion of online news in any measure of plurality. Ofcom also noted 
that digital gatekeepers such as search engines, app stores, and social media 
might need to be included in any such analysis. This report argues that this 
would indeed be an appropriate next step in modifying the UK plurality 
framework.

R ev iew s  a n d  trig g ers  At present, the plurality framework is designed to 
focus on broadcasters (media enterprises) and newspapers. Public-interest 
tests, which examine plurality, are triggered by mergers or acquisitions 
involving media enterprises or newspapers. In future, while 
mergers/acquisitions would still trigger regulatory scrutiny, reviews of 
plurality would also sensibly be carried out on a periodic basis (i.e. without 
waiting for an external trigger) and their scope should be broadened to ensure 
that the role played by digital intermediaries in securing or reducing plurality 
is properly taken into account.

One option, as suggested by Ofcom, would be to widen the current 
definition of media enterprise to include large digital intermediaries like 
Google, Apple, and Facehook.'^* Alternatively, Ofcom could be simply 
required to have regard to the activities of a newly defined category of digital 
intermediaries when determining whether or not there is sufficient plurality. 
Intermediaries would not be classified as full media enterprises, but would 
still be relevant to any plurality review.

In practice this would mean that
• digital intermediaries should be included in any Ofcom review of 

plurality, whether carried out periodically or triggered by a market 
event such as a merger;

• their impact on plurality -  positive or negative -  should be taken into 
account when reaching a view on 'sufficiency' of plurality.

In a plurality review, Ofcom could, for example, examine
• the positive effects associated with digital intermediaries -  improved 

access to a wider variety of news, multi-sourcing, etc.;
• the potential risks to diversity, including the observed availability of 

news via different platforms, the ways in which search, social media, 
and app stores are selecting and sorting news, and the impact of any 
'filter bubble' effect.

E.g. the recent Convergence Review in Australia concluded that significant enterprises 
which control professional media confenf should have obligafions no matter how they deliver 
their services. It is therefore proposed fo replace fhe old approach of differenf rules for 
differenf media wifh a new concepf: fhe Confenf Service Enferprise (CSE). CSEs would be 
defined as enferprises above a cerfain size, which 'confroT fhe supply of professional confenf 
fo fhe public. Of course, much would depend on how 'confroT is defined.
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In carrying out its assessment, Ofcom could examine indicators of 
consumption and impact, such as

• the share of news consumed via infermediaries collectively and via any 
single infermediary;

• fhe exfenf fo which users can easily swifch befween infermediaries or 
choose ofher ways of accessing news;

• levels of user satisfaction and frusf associafed wifh infermediaries;
• fhe exfenf fo which infermediaries provide access fo a sufticienfly wide 

range of news, in an easily accessible formal;
• fhe exfenf fo which infermediaries enable easy access fo sources of 

impartial news and ofher news deemed fo be of public inferesf.

The conclusions of such reviews would indicafe whefher any measures 
needed fo be infroduced fo help secure desired pluralify oufcomes. The 
legislafive framework would need fo be adjusfed fo enable such action fo be 
faken -  eifher direcfly by Ofcom (as wifh existing felecommunicafions 
regulafory powers) or perhaps via referral fo fhe competition aufhorifies.
Such action would need fo include pluralify concerns arising from organic 
growfh or change in fhe markef, nof jusf mergers or acquisifions. If is for 
consideration whefher fhis is besf done af UK or EU level. The latter may be 
more appropriafe given fhe cross-border nafure of many infermediaries' 
services, and fhe location of fheir European HQs oufside of fhe UK.

4 .5 . Remedies
If an individual digifal infermediary or infermediaries fogefher were found in 
any fufure Ofcom review fo be adversely affecting news pluralify, a range of 
remedies mighf need fo be considered. These could include:

• Access commifmenfs -  focused on whafever problem has been 
identified.

• Commifmenfs fo esfablishing independenf 'access' or 'editorial' 
boards, who would provide oversighf of fhe decisions made by 
relevanf infermediaries.

• Eunding commifmenfs -  for example, elsewhere media mergers have 
been allowed on condition fhaf fhe merging parties commif fo invesf in 
cerfain fypes of original news confenf (local news being one example).

Given fhe nafure of fhe role played by infermediaries, fhe tirsf fwo of fhese 
are perhaps more relevanf.

A ccess  c o m m it m e n t s  One approach would be fo consider some form of 
access guarantee. In fhe firsf insfance, digifal infermediaries found fo be 
affecfing pluralify could be required fo guarantee fhaf no news confenf will be 
blocked or refused access, unless for legal or ofher good reason, such reason 
fo be explained wifh reference fo publicly available criteria. Beyond fhis, if 
mighf also be possible fo develop some broad commifmenfs which ensured 
fhaf cerfain fypes of news confenf deemed fo be in fhe public inferesf would 
be carried by digifal infermediaries,''^ and in a prominenf position.

Existing must carry rules (and indeed those relating to access services) do not require 
market power to be demonstrated in the first instance, and in some cases they have been 
interpreted to include carriage in a channel portfolio, as opposed fo by a fransmission 
nefwork. Bofh of fhese precedenfs could be useful if a similar approach were fo be designed 
for digifal infermediaries.
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It is possible to imagine requirements which could be imposed on 
search engines like Google. For example:

• More proactive requirement to -  for example -  always list at least x 
different news sources on the first page of a search.

• Add a search resulf box on fhe fronf page which is designed fo find 
news/ views specifically from a range of 'non-mainsfream' sources.

• Require one 'public-inferesF news source on fhe fronf page of any 
news search, where such sources offer somefhing of relevance fo fhaf 
news sfory.

Likewise, if is possible fo envisage requiremenfs for digifal sfores, for 
example:

• feafured news apps could be rofafed fo include all available news apps 
over a period of fime;

• public-inferesf news apps could always be lisfed on fhe fronf page of 
fhe app sfore.

Measures such as fhese clearly pose risks as well as offer possible benefifs, 
and could be seen as affempfs af censorship rafher fhan infervenfions in fhe 
public inferesf. Moreover, none of fhese approaches may be fufure-proof, as 
search resulfs and app sfore presenfafion and design are bound fo change 
over fime. Public reaction would need fo be carefully fesfed fo ensure fhaf 
fhere is public supporf for any such infervenfion, and cosfs as well as benefifs 
carefully weighed.

In d e p e n d e n t  b o a r d s  An alfernafive approach^” would be fo infroduce some 
form of independenf review or audif body for key infermediaries, which 
would have fhe powers fo review fhe applicafion in practice of search 
algorifhms or of digifal sfore listings and fo acf as a body of appeal should 
news providers feel fhaf fhey were being downgraded arbifrarily in fheir 
search rankings or prominence. Search engines could also be required fo 
provide reasons for any significanf demotion in ranking.

C o m m it m e n t s  t o  in v e st  The fufure viabilify of high-qualify news, and fhe 
capacify of fhe markef fo deliver a reasonable level of pluralify in ifs supply, is 
still uncerfain. Should a fufure pluralify review find fhaf powerful 
infermediaries are adversely affecting pluralify, consideration could be given 
fo requiring some or all fhe key players fo confribufe fo an independenf news 
invesfmenf fund, which would help supporf high-qualify journalism.

Shorf of fhis approach, digifal infermediaries could be challenged by 
governmenf fo volunfarily play a more proactive role in securing fufure news 
pluralify. This means engaging af a senior regulafory and polifical level wifh 
companies which have so far been largely fechnology-driven fo ensure fhaf 
fhey undersfand fhe aims of news pluralify and fheir pofenfial roles in 
supporfing if. For example, fhey could be asked fo help creafe a 'breafhing 
space' for news providers fo develop compelling new producfs by looking 
again af all aspecfs of fheir relationships wifh news providers, especially fheir 
access fo customer dafa.

As proposed for example in Vogl and Barrett, 'Regulating the Information Gatekeepers'.
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4 .6 . Backstop Regulation
Rather than relying on reviews plus remedies or ex-post undertakings, a more 
urgent and direct approach would be to introduce ex-ante backstop 
regulation. There are two areas in which this might be considered if 
intermediaries are thought to pose significant and enduring plurality threats: 
access and cross-media ownership.

A ccess  r e g u l a t io n  One option would be to adapt existing forms of access 
regulation so fhaf fhey applied fo designafed fypes of digifal infermediary. 
Precedenfs exisf for fhis fype of approach, as shown in fhe nexf box.
Moreover, fhey have recenfly been exfended beyond fheir original public 
service broadcasting (PSB) focus, fo local TV. Access rules may, fhough, be 
harder fo apply in fhe confexf of digifal infermediaries. Such rules would nof 
be relevanf fo news aggregafors like Yahoo, and if is difficulf fo see how fhey 
would apply fo social media plafforms like Facebook or Twiffer, which are 
principally user-driven.

Access Regulation

To date, regulation has been used to ensure that certain types of news 
services are as widely available to the public as possible across key 
distribution networks. These rules are intended to secure universal access 
to a plurality and diversity of content. The European Commission's 
Universal Services Directive enables member states to impose reasonable 
'must carry' obligations for the transmission of certain television broadcast 
channels and services. Such obligations must be necessary to meet clearly 
defined general interest objectives and must be proportionate and 
transparent. They can be applied to any network where a significant 
number of end-users of those networks use them as their principal means 
to receive television broadcasts, i.e. they are not dependent on establishing 
significant market power. (They can also be interpreted as rec]uiring 'must 
carry' as part of pay-TV channel portfolios -  e.g. as has been done in 
France.) These rules are transposed in the UK through the 
Communications Act, and currently apply to the main PSBs.

In paraillel, the Access Directive requires access to cdndi tional access............
systems (e.g. those run by BSkyB) to be provided on fair, reasonable, and 
non-discriminatory terms. These conditions apply to all such access-related 
services, and do not require any market power finding. They can, however, 
be changed/removed following subsequent market reviews. In effect, 
these two measures ensure that everyone has access to PSB content, 
including impartial news, whatever distribution platform they choose. 
There is also a requirement for the provision of appropriate prominence 
for the listing of such channels on electronic programme guides.

Before considering significanf new access measures of fhe type suggested 
above, it would be important to monitor market developments carefully, and 
fo esfablish explicif fhresholds which would have fo be crossed before any 
additional measures were infroduced. This could be done on a continuing 
basis or in periodic reviews. Such fhresholds could be defined in ferms of 
pofenfial influence, pluralify oufcomes, or user experience.
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O w n e r s h ip  lim its  Some argue that periodic plurality reviews are not enough. 
They should be supplemented by clear 'bright line' caps on ownership in each 
designated media market. For the reasons set out earlier in this report, it is not 
clear that such caps would achieve their desired effect in today's rapidly 
changing media market. If fhis is frue of old media, if is likely fo be even more 
so of new digifal infermediaries. There are good reasons fo fread cautiously 
here.

• The markefs in which fhey are operating appear unlikely fo supporf 
many individual players (economies of scale, nefwork effecfs, efc.).

• Equally, success can be quife fransifory, as new ideas and enfranfs 
displace existing players.

• Even more fhan in fradifional media, if is nof obvious whaf sfrucfural 
remedies could be infroduced if UK aufhorifies found Google or 
Eacebook -  for example -  fo be foo big in fheir respective markefs.

So, infroducing fixed limifs on ownership and confrol in fhis secfor would be 
problematic. However, cross-m edia  ow nersh ip  could be an exception fo fhis 
general rule. As suggesfed earlier, if large digifal infermediaries decided fo 
move exfensively info confenf producfion in fheir own righf -  perhaps 
fhrough acquisition -  fhen fheir abilify fo exercise political leverage mighf be 
enhanced. Consideration could be given, fherefore, fo formulafing specific 
cross-media ownership consfrainfs, which would seek fo enshrine fhe 
principle fhaf any company wifh a large markef share (level fo be defermined) 
in 'mediating' activities should nof also be a major player in confenf creation. 
The pofenfial risk associafed wifh any cross-media merger would, of course, 
need fo be weighed againsf fhe opporfunify fhaf mighf be creafed fo secure 
increased invesfmenf in high-qualify confenf.

4 .7. Concluding Observations
There is no doubf fhaf some of fhe digifal infermediaries examined in fhis 
reporf are large and powerful organisations, wifh fhe abilify fo influence bofh 
our everyday lives and more specifically fhe range and diversify of news 
confenf fo which we have access. They may pose challenges for fufure 
pluralify regulation, nof all of which can easily be addressed. If would be 
wrong fo assume fhaf exfensive regulation is yef feasible or justified, alfhough 
sensible measures could be infroduced fo ensure fhaf fheir activities are fully 
recognised in any pluralify review, and fhaf fhey make public fransparenf 
informafion abouf fheir own codes and guidelines. Af fhe same time, Ofcom 
will need fo monifor over fime fheir behaviour bofh as ediforial bodies and as 
pofenfial access bottlenecks -  if fhey fake on more of fhe characferisfics of 
eifher, fhen fheir impacf on plurality may call for further action.

Alongside this, it will be important to engage seriously with these 
enterprises on plurality issues. They can play a big part in helping secure a 
greater degree of plurality at a time when established structural solutions 
seem less and less likely to work. They can be challenged to show a 
willingness to behave responsibly in the public interest -  and perhaps set an 
example to the rest of the news media in doing so.
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